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RESEARCH PRIORITIES AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

IN AGRICULTURE: THE CASE OF COLON1BIA 

The purpose of this paper is to cnclyze the present ongoing experience 
of formulating a Nctioncl Pion for Agricultural Research in Colombia. 
Emphasis is placed net on the substantive content of the plan {i.e., 
objectives, strategy, end research programs proposed), but on the me-
thodological aspects involved in its formulation. Special attention is 
given to the criteria end the methodologi eel framework that is being 
used in the process of identifying technological requirements end re-
search priorities (both in terms of cgriculturcl proc!ucts end of resecrch 
topics er issues), cs en instrument of resource cl location in this sector. 

The first section of this paper provides general infonr.ation with re~pect 
to the present situation end orientation of agricultural research activities 
in Colombia. The objecfve here is to give c very broad chcrocteri-
zction of the present research effort in the country, in terms of the 
crecs it covers end in terms of tne financial end human resources that 
ere dedicated to it. 

The second section analyzes the general methodological framework for 
the identification of research priorities that is presently being used in 
the formulation of the Notional Pion for Agricultural Research in 
Colombia. The approach that is being used is characterized in terms 
of two main phases: 

a) The identification of socio-economic priorities in terms cf products 
or problem-areas. 

b) The determination of technological requirements end research needs 
within selected products or problem-areas. 

The Colombian experience with respect to the implementation of these 
two phases is analyzed in section 3 (first phase) end in section 4 
{second phase). 



1. Agricultural Resecrch in Color:ibia; lnstitutiorcl lr.frcstructure end Present 
Orientation 

1. 1 lntrcductio'.1 

2. 

The first part of this paper presents the descriptive results of the study con-
ducted by IDRC on the way in which resources {financial resources in parti-
cular) are allocated for agricultural researc~. in Cclc:-:-:bio. 1/ The study 
focused on six institutions end t~e ur.iversity sector. The in~titutions ana-
lyzed were: The lnstituto Colon-.biono Agrcpecucrio (!CA) (The Colombian 
Agricultural Institute); the Centro Nocioncl de lnvestigociones def Cofe 
(CENICAFE) (The Notional Coffee Research Institute); the Corporocion No-
cionol de lnvestigocion y Fomento Forestol (CONIF) (The Nctionol Research 
end Forestry Development Corporation); the Corpcracion Autcnomc Regioncl 
del Couca (CVC) (The Couca Volley Corporation); the Centro lnternccionol 
de Agriculture Tropical (CIAT) (The International Tropical Agriculture Centre); 
and the Institute Nocional de los Recurses Re:"lovables y del Ambiente (lf'..'DE-
RENA) (The National Institute of Natural Resources end the Environment). 
Information on universities doing some type cf cgriculturolly-related research 
wcs also examined end summarized. !CA is the most important institution 
studied since it is the leading agricultural research centre in the country. 

It is importcnt lo note that the study l'i'ethoc!olcgy only considered financial 
resources spent on ogro-biclogical resecrch. 

1.2 Expenditure in Agricultural Research 

1.2. l R end D Expenditure ot the National Level 

Chart No. 1 shews the totcl amount cf resources these institutions 
spent on research from 1972-i976. q ICA's shore of totcl research 
expenditure during this period wos 80.8%. However, the tcble in-
dicates thot ICA's shore hos declined in recent yecrs; in 1972, it 
accounted for 85. 1% of total resources spent on agriculture! resour-
ces, but in 1976, this percentcge dropped to 77 .3%. During this 
some period, CENIC~FE occupied second place ofter ICA in terms . 

Y IDRC. Project ARIAL. Asignocion de Recurses para lnvesti gocion en Ameri co La-
tino. Colombia: Estudio de Ccso. February, 1980. 

'!/ Fer those yecrs for which no information was available, estimates were made of re-
search expenditure on the basis of the outlays made in subsequent years. 
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Chart No. 1 

Colombia, Expenses in Agricultural Research 

- Based on Constant 1970 Values -

- in thousands dollars -

Institutions 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 

ICA 5.323.7 4.946.1 4.038.1 3.332.3 2.828.6 

lndercno 278.9* 320 .9 263.5 218.6 167 .9 

Fedccafc 345 .8·R 405 .8 395.6 425. l 327.9 

CONIF 70.2 52.4 

eve 53.2* 58.8* 49. 1"-" 44.3 58.4 

Universities 253.8 209.9 209.4 235.4 222.7 

TOTAL 6 .255 .3 5. 941 .5 4.955.7 4.326.0 3.657 .8 

* Estimated. 

Source: IDRC. ARIAL Project. Calculations of dollars were obtained on data from Chart No. Vll-6 of this 
~ocumcnt, in 1970 Colombian pesos,· and the exchange rote used in thot ·same period. 
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of research expenditure with 7. 1%. IND ERENA spert c:; cve:-c2e 
of 5% of total resource expenditure during this pericc, c:-d 1..;:-,i ver-
sities accounted far 4.6%. The CVC share mcde up no '"'".ere -;he~ 
1. Vio of the :otal. The Chart also shows how, in re:cl te::-;;.s, 
there has been en overall curtailment in the cToount of fl!ncs cllcccted 
for research; expenditures came to USS6, 255, 300 in 1972 but c:;iy 
amounted to US$3,657,800 in 1976. Y 

1.2.2 R end D Expenditure in ICA 

More in-depth information is provided here on this institution since 
it is the leading agricultural research cgency in the ccu:.try. 

c) Research budget allocation by program 

Chert No. 2 shows how the distribution of IC.A resecrch fonds 
has evolved from 1970-1978 using 1970 constant prices. Research 
activity has tended to decline. Even though total ICA expendi-
tures have increased in real terms, al locations for research hcve 
dropped by US$1, 105, 700, or 16.8%. Research went frc:-n cc:"ls-
tituting 41. 1% of the total !CA budget in 1970 ~o 27.7% in 
1978. 

A breakdown of the total !CA budget during the period in c;:..ie:s-
tion shows that the agency has been assigned mere functioos cr,d 
duties, but has not received a proporticr,ate increase in budget 
funds. Consequently, the institute's different depcrtr:-,ents cc~
pete for available resources; research, formerly the most im-
portant ICA activity, has been negatively affected by this situa-
tion in terms of being able to sustain the pace cf ;esecrch ;:-re-
jects, undertaking new projects in response to emerging agricul-
tural needs and losing qualified staff. 

b) ICA budget analysis by Progrcro/Product 

ICA research con be divided into two ccteoories: acricultural .., ... 
and cattle-raising. These categories con be. fU_rther divided i:-.1~ 

This does not include CIAT expenditures in this area since CIAT is en interr.c~ior.ol 
agency and this information would distort the national research picture. 
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Chart No •. 2 

Colombia. ICA. Distribution of Expenses in Different Activities 

- Based on Constant 1970 Values .. 
- in thousand dollars -

Activity 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 

Administration 2 .363 .1 2.113.8 2.048.8 1. 772 .4 1.441 .7 2.048.8 1.718.2 1 .658 .5 1 .794.0 

Debt Service 5.4 81.3 243.9 346.8 661. 2 1. 127 .4 991. 9 959.3 

Rural Development 2. 764. 2 2.840.1 3.002.7 3. 170.7 2.861.8 2.704.6 2.775.1 3.100.3 3.929.5 

Research 6.574.5 7 .046. l 6.547.4 6.227.6 5.230.4 5.458.0 4.964.8 4.791. 3 5.468.8 

Agricultural Production 867.2 1.056.9 1 .333 .3 1.290.0 1.203.3 1.219.5 1 . 165. 3 1 .219 .5 1. 154.5 

Livestock Production 1.414.6 2.157.2 2.395.7 2.612.5 2.477.0 3.501 .4 3.197.8 2.531.2 2.997.3 

Physical Investments and 
Others 2.010.8 2.682.9 2.428.2 487.8 520.3 742.5 753.4 1 .544 .7 3.409.2 

TOTAL 15.994.6 rn.bo5.4 17.837.4 15.804.9 14.081.3 16.336.0 16.189.7 15.837.4 19 .712.7 

Source: IDRC. Op. cit. 

U1 
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bosi c research and research on specific prcducts. S::si c re-
search, which will not be discussed here, includes ere? j:~c
ducti on, seasons, grosses end fodder and speci c I c s~ee":'",ents. 

Chert No. 3 presents the information gathered in the IDRC 
study for the period between 1970-1976. It shcv.s thct cgii-
culturcl research represented more then half of the total resc1.:r-
ces spent by this institution on agriculture. Proc:Jct research, 
rather then basic research predominates in both the a9ricultu-
ral end livestock ccte~Qries. 

- Agricultural Product Research ..!/ 
The most important sub-group, in budget terms, in the csri-
culturcl product research category is groins end cereals. Chert 
No. 4 indicates that the maize end sorghum program is t~e 
main one .?/ since its shore in total ICA budget expenditure fer 
this periodis the highest. Rice end wheat occt..:py second end 
third piece ofter rr.c.;ize end sorghum. 3/ These ere the m:'.)~t 
important products in economic terms ;hen you consider the 
crec sown with them and their production value. These pro-
ducts also receive the highest research priority. 

The potato end ccsscvc program hos olso received sisnificcnt 
budget allocations, piecing it in second position cfter tne ce-
real end groin program. These two products also hove a suos-
tcnticl shore of production value. Over the lest five years, 
ICA hos increased budget cllocctions for the fn.:it and ve~e
tcble program because it covers essential food irerns included as 
priori ti es in integral rural development plans and food c:-:c :·-.u-
trition programs. 

This analysis of research expenditures end economic importance does not include 
coffee, which is the principal cgriculturcl product in the economy. The Nc~ionol 
Federation of Coffee Growers conducts the research done on this product, which 
receives the largest amount of research funds. 

2/ Estimates indicate that almost 80% of the activities in this program ere focused on 
maize. 

Although wheat is on important cereal, 
amount of funds allocated for research. 
to production value is not si gnificont. 
ported product. 

it is not very important in terms of t~.e 

At the economic level, its contribwticn 
Maize hos fundam~ntolly bec:)""'.e en i '""':-
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Chart No. 3 

Colombia. ICA. Percentage Participation of Each Program in Total Research Expenditures 

- Based on Constant 1970 Values -

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH LIVESTOCK RESEARCH Total 
Year Progro m-Produ ct Basic Other Total Program- Basic Other Total Research 

Crops Product 

1970 29.5 12.0 17.7 50.3 15.7 5. l 19.9 40.8 100.0 

1971 27.5 12.0 18.9 58.3 14.9 5.4 21.4 41.7 100.0 

1972 27.8 11. 9 19.0 58.7 13.0 6.4 21. 9 41.3 100.0 

1973 28.2 11.6 18.5 58.3 13.4 8.0 20.3 41.7 100.0 

1974 27.4 12.6 19.2 59.2 11.4 7.6 21.9 40.8 100.0 

1975 37.2 16.9 9.6 63.7 18.7 11.0 6.7 36.3 100.0 

1976 3~.4 17 .5 2.4 59.3 21.5 12.3 6.9 40.7 100.0 

Source: IORC. Op. cit. ,. 
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Chert No. 4 

Colombia. !CA. Percentage Parti cipction fer Ecch Product 1n 

Total Re~ecrch Expenses 

- Based on Constant 1 S?O Values -

Crops 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 i976 I 

Cereals: 9.8 9.2 8.8 9.5 9.6 11.2 i 2. l - - - - - -- --
Rice 2.5 2.5 2.3 2. 1 2.0 3.0 3.6 
Oats 0.4 0.2 0.6 1.2 0.8 0.4 0.4 
Batley 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.4 
Maize & Sorghum 4.2 4.2 4.0 4.0 4.3 4.7 5.0 
Wheat 1.8 1".4 1.2 1.4 1.9 2.5 2.7 

Starchy Crops: 3.5 3.6 4. l 4.0 3.9 5.4 5.8 - - - - - - -
Potatoes end cossovo 2.9 2.9 3.3 3.0 3.0 4. l 4.4 
Plcntcin end bananas 0.5 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 

Sugars: 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.7 2.4 3. 1 - - - - - - -
Sugar Loaf - - - - - 1.2 3. l 
Sugar cone 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.7 1.2 -

Oil Seeds: 7.3 5.7 5.3 5.3 5.0 6.9 7. l - - - - - - -
Perennial 4.9 3.6 3.3 3.7 3.6 5. 1 5. 1 
Cotton 2.3 2. l 2.0 1.6 1 .4 1.8 2.0 

Other Crops: 8.5 8.4 8.8 8.5 8.2 11.3 11.4 - - - - - -- --
Cocoa 1.6 1.8 2.3 2.6 2.3 3.2 3. 1 
Vegetables and Fruits 3.0 3.2 3.4 2.9 2.5 3.9 4.0 
Grain legumes and 
Annuc I Oi I Seeds 2.8 2.6 2.3 2.3 2.6 2.8 2.8 

Tobacco 1.1 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.4 1.4 

TOTAL 9.5 27.5 27.8 28.2 27.4 37.2 39.4 

Source: IDRC. Op. cit. 
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Research en panel (sugar loaf) sugar cone also cppears c;.:ong 
total research expenditures as a result of the ccncern 1l.e 
government has shown for this basic subsistence crop g:-ov,on 
in five regions of the country. 

Finally, it is important to note that even though producfs 
like boner.as represent a considerable pert of production value, 
lCA has not given them top research priority. This particu-
lar commercial crop (bananas) is primarily used for export·. 

Cottle-raising Research by Product 

The dairy and beef programs account for a significcnt.shore 
of ICA r&search funds spent on cottle-relcted progrC1miproducts, 
as shown in Chart No. 5. The pork program occuF ies third 
place in terms of budget allocations for ccttle-raisir g research 
but shows the highest growth rate, while the produc•s that 
hold first and second place show negative growth ra1es. 

Chart No. 5 

Colombia. ICA. Percentage Pcrticipation of Cottle Products, in Total 

Research Expenses 

- Based on Constant 1970 Values -

Products 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 

Beef Cottle 3.6 3.4 2.9 2.7 2.8 4.8 4.9 

Dairy Cottle 5.6 5.5 4.3 4.3 3.8 4.9 5.5 

Pigs 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.4 LS 3.1 5-.8 

Sheep 2.0 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.4 l.8 1.9 

Poultry 2.3 2.4 2.2 2.4 1.7 3.9 .3. 1 

Minor Species - - - - - 0.2 0.3. 
-
TOTAL 15.7 14.9 13.0 13.4 11.4 18.7 21.5 -

Spurce: IDR C. Op. cit. 



Colombia. 

Year 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

10. 

Basic Agricultural end Cattle-Reising Research 

Cherts No. 6 and 7 provide tne information on basic research 
in these twc fields. The sci! cr;c pied pc~hologr progrc~~ 
occupy first place in basic research. Entomology and plont 
physiology have a lower shore of funds for basic research. 
Generally speaking, priority hes been given to those disci-
plines whose aim is to control both plant and onimal pests c~d 
diseases. 

Chart l"o. 6 

ICA. Percentage Porti cipation in Basic Agri cu I tural 

Research in the Total Funds Assigned 

- Bcsed on Constant 1970 Vol ues -

Entomology Vegetable Phyto- Soils Total 
Physiology patolo2y 

2.5 2.6 2.6 4.4 12.0 

2.4 2.7 2.6 4.3 12.0 

2.3 2. l 3.0 4.5 11.9 

1.5 2. l 3.2 4.7 11.6 

2.2 2. l 3.4 5.0 12.6 

2.5 2.6 4.4 7.4 16.9 

3. 1 2.9 4.6 7.0 17.5 

Source: IDRC •. Op. cit. 
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Chart No. 7 

Colombia. ICA. Percentage Participation en Bcsi c Cc7t le 

Research, According to Total Research Exper.ses 

- Based on Constant 1970 Values-

Disciplines 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 

Animal Phvsio-
' logy 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.0 1. 1 

Microbiolo~1y 1.9 1.9 2.4 3.2 3.2 3.8 4.5 

Nutrition 0.5 0.5 Ci.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 

Pcrasi to! ogy 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.4 l.Ci i.7 1.2 

Pathology 1.7 1.3 1.5 1.8 1.5 2.0 2.4 
Toxicology 
Toxicology 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.6 

Epidemiology - - - - - 0.2 0.4 

Vascular diseases - - - - - 1. 1 1.4 

TOTAL 5 .1 5.4 6.4 8.0 7.6 11.0 12.3 

Source:;fDRC. ·op. Cit. 

c) ICA Research Priorities for A gri cul tura I Products 

Research priorities for agriculture! products ccr. be classified ac-
cording to the amount of funds spent: 

-- High priority: maize and soq;hum, perennial oleaginous 
products, potatoes and cassava, fruits end ve2etobles ond 
rice. 

Middle priority: legumes and annucl olecginciJs products, 
sugar cane for sugar loaf, cocoa, cotton, whect ond to-
bacco. 
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Lov1 priority: plantains end bar.ones, sugor cane, barley 
and cc ts. 

d) t.':odt:rn end Trod!t!cnal As:ricu!tu~e: in Resr:c~ch 

Chert No. 8 provides informotion en creo sown, production value 
and research funds for crops in ICA 's studies. The IDRC (ARIAL) 
study classified crops into troditior.al er :"!'lodem agriculture cote-
sories. These two cotesories ore relative and hove definite li-
!":'litotions. Although modern agriculture hes c higher percentage 
of or ea sown, pro du cti on vo I ue ond resecrch funds, tradi tiona I 
osriculture's shore of research funds hes been increasing. Be-
tween 1970-1971, traditional agriculture accounted for 33.6% 
of rese~rch funds; this percentage rose to on average of 43. 1 % 
for the 1975-1976 period. The area under cultivation and pro-
duction value decreased for traditional c:;riculture products. Thus, 
ICA hos been doing more and more resecrch on traditional agri-
culture. 

e) Total Expenditures and Agricultural G. D .P. (Gross Domestic Product) 

The IDRC <.f. RIAL) study found that the to~cl expenditure on agri-
cultural research accounted for cpproxi'l"Ctely 30.2% of oil re-
search conducted in the country. Y 
Chart No. 9 indicates that in constant terms, agricultural research 
expenditures examined in the IDRC study hove declined os a per-
centage of G.D.P. agriculture. In 1972, agricultural resecrch 
represented 0.32"/o of G.D.P. in ogricuiture, ond in 1976, it 
only represented 0 .16%. 

1.3 Human Resources in Agricultural Research 

1.3.1 General Trends in the Development of Human Resources 

An ICA study 2/ showed that this institution's hurncn resources hove 
the following characteristics: 

'}/ COLCIENCIAS (The Colombian Institute of Science) found that agricultural research 
accounts for 36.7% of all research conducted in the country in 1977. 

ICA. 
1979. 

Diognostico de la lnvestigocion Agropecuorio. 
(Unpublished). 

3 vc!umes. Bogota, June, 
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Colombia. Area, Value of the Produr.ffon C1nd Research Scpnding for the DHfort!nt Crops undar Mocforn or Troditionol A']riculturc 

A R E A VA LUE OF THE PRODUCT ION RES[ARCH :,)PENDING 

I In constant 1970 values, expressed In constant 1?70 values, expressed 
In thousands of Hectares in millions of US doll.ors in million:; of US dollars 

1970-1971 1972-1973 1975-1976 1970-1971 1972-1973 1975-1976 1970-1971 

Traditional A2riculturc 
Oats 0.4 0.4 0.4 - ... . .. 15.8 
Co coo 47.5 53.5 54.5 136.2 i 13.8 15.4 101 ;2 
Sugar loaf . 298.0 . 306.0 303.0 56.4 92.9 101.6 - . 
Fruit and Vegetables 13.5 14.4 16.9 . te3.6 - - -
Wheat 46.2 58.5 31.5 5.3 7.4 5.6 94.5 
Potatoes and Cassava Y 232.5 262.5 282.5 144.6 237.4 234.9 170.9 

Suh-Total 638.1 695.3 688.8 342.5 351.5 -:ir.7 ~ ._, . .., 566.2 . 
Moc!crn A3riculturc 
Rice :!49 .5 274.5 369.0 75.6 108.2 132.3 147 .5 
uuriey 53.5 58.0 72.0 8.7 8.8 11.7 54.6 
Cotto.1 222.5 246.4 283.2 77.0 97.9 111 .5 129 :a 
Sugar Cone 66.5 . 75.8 80.5 35.4 38.5 44.6 31.2 
Maize and Sorghum 'l/ 736.8 711.9 764.2 81.8 104.7 104.2 250.0 
Plantain and Bonanos:V 338.0 380.5 415,0 101.7 113.1 164.2 38.5 
Groin lcgumevAnnua1 Oil• 

Sect!~ I./ 171.3 180.5 214.7 41.0 40.2 56.0 159.9 
Perennial Oil Seeds 13.8 15.5 16.3 -. 17.9* 13.4 250.9 
Toboc<:o 23.0 26.0 33.5 13.7 17.3 23.4 56.6 

Sul>-Total 1.874.9 1.969 .1 2.24n.4 435.0 546.5 662.1 1.119.1 
TOTAL CRors '!/ 2.513.0 ?..664.4 2.'937.2 n7.5 898.0 1.019.6 1.6C5.3 -

s! Docs not Include toffee 
Coffee 1.055.3 1.055 .3 1.055.J 

,. 

287.-i 296.5 315.3¥ -
1/ About 61.S°k of the orco sown corresponds to cassava. Almost 56.20,(, of the value of the production corresponds to cassava. 
!/ About RS .SC'/., of the or.co- ~own corresponds to maize. Almost 77 .9% of the value of the.production corresponds to maize, 
~ Ahout 85.270 ohhe orca sown corresponds to plantain. Almost 71.4% of the value of rho production corresponds to plantain, 
~(About 46.6o/o of tho orco sown Is legumes (beans). Almost 48.2% of the voluo of tho production cotrcsponds to legumes (beans). ¥ r.efors, to 1975 . · 
* Rofors to the porlod 1973-1974 
• • • lnsionificont 

1972-1973 

46.0 
124. 1 
-

160.S 
;)6,S 

162.1 
559.7 

113.8 
34.5 
92.8 

., 46.3 
206.2 
44.7 

117. l 
178.6 
43.3 

877.2 
1.436.9 

400.7* 

1975-1976 

13.2 
97.0 
64.6 

122.1 
79 .4 

131.5 . 
507.9 

100.9 
16.5 
58.2 
19.3 

147 .4 
39.8 

87.0 
157.8 
43.4 

670.2 
1.178.l 

376.5 

( .. ") 
• 

I 
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Chart No. 9 

Colombia. Re~ecrch Expenses and Agricultural G. !..J.P. 

- Based on Constant 1970 Values -
In thousand doll ors 

Total Research Ag:-iculturol 
Years Expenses G. D.P. Percento~e 

(c) (b) (o/b) 
-in thousands- -in mil lions-

1972 6.255.3 l. 940.2 0.32 

1973 5 .941.5 2.018.8 0.29 

1974 4.955.7 2.163.9 0.23 

1975 4. 326 .0 2. 307. l 0. 19 

1976 3.657.8 2. 336 .4 0. 16 

Source: IDRC. Op. Cit. 

a) In 1974, the research department ct ICA had the hiahest per-
centage of university professionals in the instHutic:"l (3-4. &s;). 
Research work was supplanted by other activities frcm 1974-
1979 end in 1979 only hod 18.8'% of the institute's u:-.iver-
sity graduates. 

b) Although most of the M.S.'s and Ph.D's working in the ins-
titute work in research, the percentage of them working in 
this area hos been on the wane. 

c) In terms of the total number of professionals, M.S. end Pn.D 
level human resources, the deportment of resecrch hes hcd a 
decreasing number of these resources working in it. l:i 197~, 
38.4% of these resources v.orked in this depcrt~er.t, while h 
1979, only 29. 2"/o were working there. 

d) Thus, university level human resources \Vorking in resecrch 
dined between 1974-1979 even though their totcl r,;_;.,.!;ers 
creased during this some period. 

I ce-
m-
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Chart No. 10 presents informction on hu~:-:cn resources 1n ter"'.".s 
of educcticnal level and deportments in ICA. 

1.3.2 Brain-Drain: Migration of Researchers y 
Between 1960-19781 652 M.S.'s and Ph.D's wcrked in ICAi 396 
of these people sti 11 work ct ICA, and 256 have left. ln its cn:-,ucl 
inventory of skilled and M.S., Ph.D level staff, ICA counts the 
number of people who hove both entered and left the institute. For 
the most port, ICA has hired more skilled university level people 
then it hos lost; therefore, the final hur.10n resources inventory hes 
been increasing. However, the 9enerol tendency since 1974 hes been 
for the stoff level to become stoble. Thus, if ICA continues to hire 
fewer people every year, the number of skilled people leaving the 
institute will outnumber those entering, aid the institute will suffer 
a net loss of highly trained graduate level staff. 

The hiring of researchers greotl y declined curing the 1975-1978 period; 
there wos o slight increose over the previoL.s period of the nur.'lber cf 
resecrchers ·leaving ICA dur·i~g· this ti~e-.-· Estimot~s inc;lic~t; thct 
when compared to hiring, the number of resecrch humcn resources 
leaving ICA equcled 52. 3°k. The ICA humon re.sources invento;y 
stotes that 11 the number of researchers hes declined in comparison 
with the number r.if other staff; there is more migration of researchers 
end less hiring of research staff end decreosing budge~ ailocotior.s for 
research. Although reseorch work hos lost some of its impcrtcnce 
since ICA hos become more diversifed, what hos really hcpper.ed 
is that more researchers hove left the institute". 

This study olso points out thot on the basis of migration rotes and 
I eve Is of troining, stoff inventory end hiring, it is clear that fields 
directly related to cottle-rcising hove benefited to the detriment cf 
those re'loted to 09ri cu f tu re. 

The overoll features of migrotion and the specific feotures of the 
migration ossocioted with reseorch work show thot research hos suf-
fered o lost in terms of staff flow. 

Based on the document: llCA. Sistemos Nocionoles de lnvestigocion Agropecuorio 
en Americo Lotino: Anolisis Comporotivo de los Recurses Humonos en Pclses Se-
leccionodos. El coso del Institute Colombiono Agropecuorio (ICA). Dccu~.,,,t 
PROTAAL No. 47, Bogot6, Colombia, February, 1980. 



Chart No •. 10 

Colombia, Professional Personnel by Levels of Education 

1974, 1976, 1979 

Bachelor's Degree M.S. Ph.D. TOTAL 
Department 1974 1976 1979 1974 1976 1979 1974 1976 1979 1974 1976 1'979 

Research 406 205 137 77 155 145 34 32 39 517 392 321 

Rural Development 256 190 149 22 76 88 1 7 6 279 273 243 

Livestock Production 279 220 120 14 23 26 2 4 2· 295 247 148 

Agricultural Products 120 95 42 8 26 24 2 3 2 130 124 68 

Transfer of Technology - - 222 - - 17 - - - - - 239 

Administration & Planning 106 64 59 17 23 20 2 5 2 125 92 81 

TOTAL 1. 167 774 7?9 138 303 320 41 51 51 1.346 l. 128 1. 100 

0. . 
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2. A General Approach to the Precess of lde:"lti fying Research Priorities in the As~i
cultural Sector 

2. 1 General Considerations: 

The formulation of research policies, in any field, is c way of responding 
to a situation in which multiple possible research topics compete for ~he 
limited finon cicl resources that ere ovci lcble for supporting this activity. 
Furthermore, they are also c means fer relating the research effort in cr.y 
given country to the needs end development problems that ore of moior 
importance in that society. 

Finally, research policies ore also c means of influencing the cht•rccter!stics 
and orientation of techni col change end technological development in the 
agricultural sector, trying to make it more compatible with the 11 type of 
development 11 (or development objectives) thct ere ~sidered to b~ more 
appropriate for that society. This third aspect leads to the breeder issue of 
a "technological development policy 11 for the agricultural sector, cf which the 
research policy is only one of several components. The orientotior1 of tech-
nical change end technological development in the agricultural sector will 
depend, to c large ext~nt, or. c brood range of decisions that ore token 
either by governments or by the producers themselves (at the level of the 
production units), such cs decisions relating to what products should be pro-
duced in the country end which ones should be imported, whet technolcsies 
should be mode avai !able or should be used, whet production systems st.ould 
be promoted (i.e., cropping systems, size and type of production units), 
etc. It is through these end other decisions that the 11 technologicol profile" 
of this sector will be determined, end the dynamics of technical change 
will gradually toke form • 

Althoug_h the supply of techni col knowledge generated by research prcs~c'.'l":s 
is one of the factors that may influence these decisions {i.e., by making 
some alternatives possible or feasible), the latter are most often influenced 
by economic policies or by market situations (both the national and the 
international market) that are confronted by the producer. Thu·s, many of 
these decisions are shaped by credit policies, commercialization policies, 
fiscal policies, monetary policies and foreign trade and foreign exchange 
policies. These policies may also influence the relative importance thot is 
given to national agricultural research efforts in any given period, and thus 
the financial resources that are allocated to this activity in a country. The 
role assigned to the agricultural sector in the development process by govern-
mental policies (i.e • ., its relationship to industrialization and other develop-
mental policies), also plays o major role. A preliminary analysis of the 
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role ployed b)' rnrr:e of these economic policies in the Colombian case is 
outlir.ed in section 3.1.2 of this paper. 

The previous cc:-,siderations clearly pc int out that the c;ri culturol research 
policy in cny country is only one of the components of the technological 
development policy of that sector. This paper only addresses methodolosi cal 
issues relc7ed to the formulation of o research policy for the agricultural 
sector, wiih mcrginal references to the interphose of research policies with 
technological cevelopment considerations and with economic policies that 
ore of relevance to this sector. 

At the most general level, research priorities con be derived from three ma-
jor sources er com:iderotions: 

a) The socio-economic development policies end programs of a country, 

. 

both at the global level (i.e., general development programs, foreign 
trade policy) end at the sectorial level (i.e., ogriculturol development 
policies, programs end priorities). The objective here is to link re-
search efforts with the development objectives and priorities of o country. 

b) Specific needs or requirements that may be identified, both in terms of 
general needs of the country (i.e., the need to supply certain kind of 
food for a specific sector of the population, or the need to make better 
use of local food crops er natural resources), end in terms of specific 
requirements er problems of agricultural production (i.e., the need to 
solve specific technological constraints that limit productivity in certain 
areas) • 

c) Prospective considerations with respect to future ogriculturol needs, future 
expected situations of the national end international agricultural market, 
cnd-d·e type cf agriculture prod;;ction system or food system one woulcr 
like to develop in the future. 

The importance of the first factor will depend on the existence of explicit 
end clearly defined agricultural development policies and programs in any 
given country. If these do not exist, or if they are formulated only in 
very vague and general ~erms {without specific priorities, development ob-
jectives and production targets), as it is quite often the case, this factor 
will play a lesser role in determining research priorities. 

Nevertheless, even when explicit sectoriol policies end development programs 
ore clearly formulated, the criteria end guidelines derived from them should 
be complemented by the other two factors mentioned above. The second 
foctor may lecd to the identificction of requirements or production possibilities 
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that ore not odequctely dealt with in the present sectoricJ developme:it pro-
grams, such as the need to develop o "cropping systems" cpproach, or ~he 
possibility of promoting o greater use of trcditior.o I food crcps existing in 
the country. If these rec;uirements er possibilities ere ider.ti~Ed, the~/ ~!-.o~dd 
be taken into ccnsiderotion in order to correct possible gops in the sectcriol 
development plons. 

Finally, both existing needs and sectorial development plans ore normally 
conceived in terms of the present and the very near future. Medium end 
!ong term perspectives ore quite often absent from these considerotior.s, or 
they ploy only c very morginol role. This third factor is the most difficult 
c·ne to cope with, both in sectoriol development planning effort"s end in the 
identification ond formulation of research priorities. The Colombian expe-
rience that is onolyzed in the third and fourth sections of this paper deals 
m::iinly with the first two factors mentioned above. The prospective approach 
hc1s not ployed a major role in this planning effort. 

MP.thodolocicol Framework for the ldentificotion of Research Priorities 

The formulation of o research policy for the cgriculturol sector invo~ves three 
major levels of analysis: 

o) The identification of agricultural products or crops which hove o high 
socio-economic importcnce or priority for the development of the coun-
try. The present or potential socio-economic importc:ice of certoin 
crops is one of the criteria that may lead to the identification of re-
search priorities, but, by itself, it does not define research priorities 
as such. The second end third factor mentioned below hove to be dealt 
with. Moreover, research creos ore not only defined in terms of agri-
cultural products or crops; they may also be defined in terms of pro-
duction problems or rural development issues, such cs 09ricultvrol ma-
chinery and implements, irrigation technology end water supp1y, con-
servation and storage of crops, etc. 

b) Having identified agricultural products or crops which hove a high 
socio-economic importance for the country, the next step is that of 
defining which of them should receive c major attention from the point 
of view of research. Given c situation of limited financial resources, 
not all products with a present or potential socio-economic importance 
con be covered by the research establishment of any country. ·This 
second level of analysis raises the following questions: 
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Which of these products should be produced in the cc~ntry, end 
which ones should be impcrted? 

Which of these products face identifiable ''technclosiccl comtrcirts" 
that limit productivHy, and that may iead to important reseorch pro-
blems? 

Should the technology be generated interno lly (i.e., ir.i;::rovir.g tra-
ditional or existing technologies), or shoul.J it simply 6e imported 
and odcpted? 

Which products (reseaich areas) shou Id receive more SU?~ort from 
governmental funds, end which o:-ies should be left to the initictive 
(ond financial support) of the pri vote sector? This last q:.iestion is 
important mainly in those countries where the private sector ploys 
a role (or may ploy c role} in agricultural resecrch. 

This second step narrows down the range of prod;cts or cf production 
problems indentified as irr:portont in the first step. Scrr.e of these ques-
tions imply political decisions (policy decisions). 

c) Finally, the third step consists in identifying or defining research topics 
or issues which are important for the solution of the "technclogiccl 
constroints 11 that limit production or productivity levels in the crops 
that hove been selected. It is only in this third level of cnclysis that 
research priorities os such ere really formulated. 

The preceding considerations define a general frcrnework for the identification 
of research priorities and of technological development objectives that is 
summarized graphically in Figure 1. · The first two levels of c:iclysis thct 
have just been mentioned ere summarized i:1 the upper-hclf cf Fis.;re 1 (Sc::ic-
Economic Considerations). The output of this phcse of the process is the 
identification of (adjuste.d) socio-economic product or problem priorities fer 
research purposes.* The three principal sources for identifying research prio-
rities mentioned in section 2. 1 above ore token in considerction in this 
diagram. 

It should be again emphasized that these may be slishltly different fro'"!"l the priorities 
that may emerge from using only economic indicators. 
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21. 
Fig•-•re 1 

ldcntificolio:i of Re~eorc.h Prtorities 

Socio-Ecor.omi c lm?ortonce er Relcti ve 
Priority of Agricultural Products: 
- Present i:n?ortcnce 
- Potentiol imporfonce 
Different possible voricbles 

Tendencies end Perspectives of 
Agricultural Production: 

Eco:"lomic C:"IC ,c.F;c;.:h.1rcl 
Deve!cpmen! ?cl 'cies: 
- Policy dechio:1s 

- Internal market 
- lntc:rnotional morket 

- Development vcs•c:.!S 
Production tcr~ ets ______ __, 

Adjusted Socio-Economic Product or 
Problem Priorities for Research Purposes 

ldentificofion cf F.esecrcn Pri-
orities end of Techr.olog; col 
Development Objec~ives 

Technological Requirements within 
Selected Products or Problem-Areos 

Technologicol Constraints of 
Specific Products under Specific 
Circumstances 

Pool of Existing Knew-Hew 
and Technologies 

Desirable ChoroclcrisHcs of Tech-
nologicol Change in the Agricul-
turol Sector {desiroblc tr.chnological 
path) 
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The third level of cnalysis previously mentioned is outlined in the lower-
half of Figure 1 (Technological Considerations). This phase of the procEss 
consists in the identification of technologiccl rec;;.;irements or problems within 
the selech~d p~oducts or problem-areas, ~hot may lecd to the identificci;c..:1 
of specific research needs (and therefore research priorities). The starting 
point for this analysis is the identification of the principal "technologiccl 
constraints" that limit production or productivity levels in specific crops 
under "identifiable circumstances. By "technological constraints" we refer 
to physiological, environmental or pathological factors, as well as manage-
ment systems and farming practices, that are presently an o::-stacle for in-
creasing production levels or improving the efficiency of resource-utiliza-
tion in specific crops or products (or even having a negative effect en these 
aspects). 

The importance of the research effort that wi II have to be ccrried out in 
order to solve the technological constraints identified, will depend not only 
on the socio-economic importance of the produd, but also on the difficulty 
or the magnitude of the technologkal problem that is confronted. For exam-
ple, in those cases where the level of technological .development {technolo-
gical conditions of production) is considered to be quite acceptable for a 
specific crop in a given country, only a continous research level necessary 
for the maintenance of the existing high yields or disease-resisting varieties 
will be necessary {even in a high-priority crop). The research effort that 
is required (and the research priority) would be rnuch higher, if importcnt 
technological constraints are identified in a high-priority product. Thus, 
the order of product priority assigned on the basis of socio-economic consi-
derations can be altered or modified in view of these technological consi-
derations. It is for this reason that in Figure 1 the iincl research priorities 
and the technological developrre nt objectives are derived from both types 
of considerations. 

This general framework for the identification of research priorities is present-
ly being applied in Colombia, in the process of formulating a "National 
Plan for Agricultural Research and Technological Development". This plan-
ning and programming effort is basically being carried out by the "fnstituto 
Colombiano Agropecuario" (ICA}, with the close collaboration of COLCIEN-
CIAS (National Fund for Science end Technology), the Planning Office of 
the Ministry of Agriculture (OPSA}, and the Notional Planning Agency (DNP). 

Sections 3 and 4 of this paper describe the way t~is ;enercl methodological 
framework is being implemented in the Colombia.., experien·ce. Section 3 
presents two analytical models that are being simultaneously considered (and 
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experimentally applied) in the process of defining sccic-eccr,odc prcc_c7 
priorities for research purposes (upper-hclf of Figure 1). Tne~e tv:o ~.::~e~s, 
although they can be used in a complementary rr.anner, ere bcsed en c c:!-
ferer.t set of variables er indicators for the ide:-:tificcticn cf ~ccio-ecc:-. .::,-;c 
priorities • 

. c) The first one uses jointly, end tries to relate, two major criteria fer 
priority identification: the comparative cdvontcge c cOL.'ntry hes ::1 

producing c given crop, end the participation of that crop in the r.c-
tioncl food consumption or total family budget (crsument of food secu -
rity). Furtherm.ore, this model uses the concept of price-demand elas-
ticity in order to determine which products should receive o higher 
priority in governmental support for research in them, end which shouid 
be basically left to the initiative end funding of the private sector (see 
section 3. 1 .3 below). 

b) The second model uses cs the main criteria the pcrti cipation of eacn 
crop in the "total circulation of 09riculturcl production" (this includes 
production for the internal market, exports end imports of cgricu!turcl 
products). Besides these production vcricbles, two cddi ti one I indi cctors 
ere token into consideration to see if the model gains in analytical or 
discriminatory power (by substantially modifying the priorities ir.iticlly 
identified). These two additional vcricbles ere rural employment ;e:>e-
rcted by each crop, and the extension of lend {area) under that ere:;' s 
production (see section 3.2.2). 

The first model is more conceptually sophisticated end formally tokes into 
consideration c brooder rcnge of factors, including major policy decisicr.s 
thct hove to be mode cs pert of the process of identifying priorities (i.e., 
export orientation vs. food security, end public vs. private funding of o~ri
culturcf research). But, on the other hond, it requires much mere date, cs 
well as the uti lizction of such concepts os "shadow prices" end the socicl 
costs of the use of domestic resources {lend, capitol end labor). 

The second model is much simpler, and only requires dota which is easy to 
use end reodi ly avoi fable in any country. Its major assumption is that the 
participation of c crop in the "total circulation of cgriculturcl productio:-: 11 

:has such close interrelctio,,ships with . s~veral other· aspects- or 
_indicators of cgricult~rcl production {i.e., extensicn of lcr.d 
under that crop's production, total agricultural production, etc.), 
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that it may be used as a significant approximation cf socic-econcmic 1m;cr-
tance or priority in terms of products. For example, the twc cc:iiticnal 
variables that are considered in section 3.2.2 do not add much to the prio-
rity ranking established by this bcsic criteria. 

Section 4 analyzes the methodological process that hes been used in Colom-
bia to identify technological requirements or problems within selected pro-
ducts or problem-areas, and to derive research pric~ities fror.i these require-
ments (lower-half portion of Figure l). For this :itage of the process ICA 
established a series of working groups covering the main crops that ore pro-
duced in the country. The working methodology that they used, and that is 
described in section 4, hos two main characteristics: 

c) A matrix approach that tries to identify technological constrcints thct 
ere faced by specific crops, under certain environmental conditions that 
define ecologically homogeneous zones. In order to L'Se this methodology 
the country was regionolized and divided into such ecolo~iccl zones. 

b) The use of the delphic technique, ct the level of the cifferent working 
groups, in order to identify and analyze the technological constraints and 
the research needs that are faced by each crop. 

The output of this process has been the formulation of ''research programs" for 
the different crops or agricultural products under consideration. The set of 
research programs thus formulated, with a few other components related to 
general policy issues, constitute the "National Plan for Agricultural Research". 

2.3 Some Observations with Respect to the Ppplication of this Methodological 
Framework in the Colombian Experience 

It should be noted that the two main phases of this planning process (namely, 
the identification of socio-economic product or problem priorities, ond the 
determination of technological requirements end research needs within selected 
products or problem-areas), ore supposed to be ccrried out in cronclogical 
sequence. That is, the determination of technological requirements and re-
search needs within products or problem-arecs, should be carried out only 
in those products and problems identified cs having a hish (or significcnt) 
socio-economic importance for the country. This, of course, implies that 
the policy decisions that ore raised by the two models discussed in section 3 
have been coped with and answered. 

Nevertheless, the sequence of events in real life situations coes net clwcys 
follows the logical ordering of methodological steps. In feet, the two 
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phases of this planning precess may overlcp and oe ccrried cd sirr.:.::~=:-e::.:s
ly or in pa~cll el fashicn, as it happened in the Colo:-r,bicr. experi e:-. ce. i:"' 

this case, lCA decided to go into the identification of tec~.:-clcgicci re::,..::~e
ments and research needs at the product level (second phase), cl+c:.:;~ 
there wos still much oncoina discussion cs to which were the ccricultuci 

- w -
products end problem-areas that could be considered to have c high sccio-
economic importance. The two models that ore presented in section 3 were 
developed cs o response to this issue. But while this first phase is still 
on ongoing proct:ss in Colombia (the two models ore being experimentally 
opplied), - lCA hes already finished formulating o first version of the ~esecrch 
programs that should be carried out ot the level of each product. Thus, 
the methodology ,,f the second phase that is discussed in· section 4 hos cl-
reody been tried nut and empirically tested, hovin9 reached the stcse cf 
producing o first •1ersion of possible research programs ot the product level.* 

The analysis of the reasons for this formal discrepancy between the rnetho-
dolo9i col fromewor~ or approach that hos been presented, end its o ctucl 
implementotion in 1he Colombian case, gives on interesting insight into the 
dynamics of the· pltmning process end into some of the practical pro~le::.s 

that it feces. 

When this planning process started, it soon become very clear that while 
the determination of technological requirements end wseorch needs within 
production (second phase) wos basically o technicol endeavour, that co;..:d 
be easily implemented if the necessary information wos ovciloble, the iden-
tification of socio-economic priorities {first phase) involved policy decisions 
with respect to the criteria {model) to be used end with respect to s:Jbs<cn-
tive economic policy issues. This being the case, the decision-making pro--
cess with respect to this letter component proved to be much slower end 
more difficult then it hod been expected. It took some time to develop 
end discuss the two models that ore presented in section 3. ** 

In order not to stop the process of identifying research priorities ond formu-
lating research programs ct the product level, until the bcsi c issue of de-
fining socio-economic priorities wcs settled (which could become a vicious 

See Pion Nccioncl de lnvesti9oci6n Agropecucric del ICA (5 volumes), 
ICA, January, 1981. 

Bogota, 

Since these two models were only very recently developed, final policy decis!cns 
with respect to the priorities that emerge from them in the Colombian ccse ere 
sti II pending. 
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circle), en olterr.otive route was token. It wcs decided to use a list of 28 
products that the Ministry of Agriculture (OPSA) ~cd drawn uiJ, which prac-
tically represents the totality of the agricultural production of the country 
for which there is informaticn (on prod:.;cticn end CC'Ti'nerciclizotion). In 
fact, these 28 products represent 97% of the total agricultural production 
(see Table 1 in section 3.2.3). The process of identifying technological re-
quirements and research needs within specific products {second phase) was 
carried out for all the 28 products. 

The implications of this operotionol decision ere quite obvious. Since the-
28 products do not reflect ony evaluation of socio-economic priority (it is 
merely a check-list of the products that ore being produced in the countr)1 ), 

the proposed research programs practically cover oil the range of ogriculturol 
production, end therefore ol I the range of possible research topics in terms 
of products. * 

Despite this limitation, this alternative wos adopted for the following reasons: 

o) This procedure does not invalidate the effort of identifying techr.ologicol 
constraints end research needs within products (second phase). It merely 
mode it o mere monpower-intensi ve and costly process, since the exer-
cise wos carried out not only for the high-priority products but for prac-
tically ell products. But, on the other ho:id, it was considered that this 
planning exercise would produce voluoble informotion on technological 
constraints end problems that ore faced by cgriculturol production in the 
country (even in the less-priority products). 

b) Since socio-economic product priorities have not yet been established 
(because cf the difficulties encountered in the first phase), this first 
version of the Pion suggests a resource-cllocction procedure (end thus 
implicit priorities) basically in terms of the relctive importance of each 
product from the point of view of its porticipotion in the total agricul-
tural production at ·the present time,ond in terms of the need to create 
a bosi c research infrastructure in some recseorch oreos (requiring higher 
investment levels). 

c) Finalf y, it wcs considered that the results of estcbl ishing explicit socio-
economic product priorities {once the first phase of this methodological 
process is completed) could be incorporated "a posteriori" into the final 

* With the major exceptions of coffee end sugor cone, that in the case of Colombia 
are research creas that ore in the hands of the private sector. 
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version of the Naticnol Agricultural Resecrch Pion, by modifying ccccrci:-1s;!y 
the respective importo:ice given to the different research prc;ro?T.s fer rcosc~'·r
ce-ollocation purposes end, if necessary, by eliminating those progrc~.s 
of the less-Friority products. 

Thus, the Colombian experience shows a complex interaction between the two -ncjor 
phases of the methodological framework presented in the previous section, siven 
the need to adapt formal procedures and methodological steps to tne realities and 
conditions of the planning process in each country. 
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3. The Identification of Socio-Economic Priorities in Terms of Products 

3.1 Identification of Socio-Economic Priorities in Terms of CcmForctive Advc~
tages and Food Security 

3. 1. 1 General Considerations 

The concept of technological change end its fundamental causes have 
evolved considerably since this idea first appeared. Someone once 
commented that this concept came into being 11 to give our igncrcnce 
c name", that is, cs c way of explcini ng the aspects of product 
growth unaccounted for by traditional production factors. later it 
was suggested that this gap could be covered by incorporating it into 
several carefully measured factors. Studies were begun which at-
temped to explain changes in productivity in terms of changes in the 
quality of traditional factors and new inputs. These studies viewed 
education end the formation of human capital, research end tecr.nol-
ogiccl resources cs the cause of changes in productivity. As o result, 
other studies were undertaken to try to calculate the internal rote of 
return on investments made in education, training, etc. in order to 
compare H with the opportunity cost of capital to see if too much or 
too little investment was being mode in these areas. 

Their myriad shortcomings bred dissatisfaction with these studies, cr.d 
made it necessary to find c more in-depth explanation of this phe-
nomenon. The result was the hypothesis of induced technoloaicol 
change, endogenous to the economic system. The theory behind 
this hypothesis holds that the relative price of factors effects both 
the choice of existing technology as well as the bicses in the use 
of factors in the new production functions. It hos been shown ern-
piri cclly that the different paths of technoloeiccl development taken 
by the United States end Japan hove been deterr."1ined by the relctive 
price of factors which reflect the different endowments these countries 
have in terms of land and labor. 

In underdeveloped countries, it has been found that when governments 
establish the price of goods and fcctors without taking into account a 
country's endowment of facto~, pctterr.s of technological chcr.ge ere 
not compatible with a country's comparative advantages. In many 
developing countries, government policy undervalues certain kinds of 
products end overvalues others; the result is errors mode in allocating 
resources for production. 
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C t . f I I I . . I I . urren econorn1 c 11eory ;iCS yet to exp cin wny peep e in governrr.ent 
make this type of error in c'eci si on-11cki ng. Of course, govern r.;e:nt 
lecders have political comrr.ittments, end the measures they toke ere 
politically mofivcted. The cdvcccticn cf specific t)'pes of policy 
fundamentally depends on the cdvcntcge of political groups hopes to 
gain from them. Thus, a ruling political group can impose its point 
of view and implement price policies. and technologicd strategies that 
ore incongruent with a country's pcrticulor endowment of factors. 

Thus, political considerations filter down ;·o decision-making levels 
where resources for research ore allocated; these influences con si g-
nificontly distort this process. Therefore, the evolution of overoU 
development policies, especially those policies related to agriculture, 
must be considered when trying to find en explanation of how funds 
for agricultural research are allocated. 

Economics has long assignecf 09riculture certain functions in the eco-
nomic development process. They include: 

a) To increase the available food supply end · to i free the labor 
force to work in non-agricultural sectors; 

b) To expend the avai I able market for industrial products; 

c) To increase domestic savings; 

d) To provide foreign exchange through agricultural exports. 

The analysis of closed economies generally contains the first three 
points. However, when dealing with on open economy and when con-
fronted with the fourth point, the other ones no longer relate to do-
mestic agriculture alone and even f eould become in compatible. The con-
~cept of comparative advantage is th~ relevant "orie;· in open -ecoryomies to 
evaluate efficiency .or inefficiency in the allocation of resources. For · 
example, in an open economy, it is not always desirable for o country 
to produce its own foodstuffs, if this food could be acquired more 
cheaply on international markets. Therefore, the nutritional imf=tcr-
tonce of a product, or other similar yordsti cks, do not provide a basis 
for assessing the efficiency with which resources ore allocated for re-
search unless other criteria are considered such os international prices 
and the cost of the domestic resources needed to produce this same 
product; this includes a knowledge of the opportunity costs of copitcl, 
labor, land and foreign exchange. This concept of the social costs 
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of production end factors becomes important when you consider tf-,c~ 

the econorr.ies to oe studied ere riddled wi1h distortions. Fer e;.:::-;.. iE:, 

the market price of a product often does not represent its tn.:e soci.:::! 
value; therefore, a person c!lccctir:g rescurces on the S:~!s 07' <·:: 
production vo lue clone con over- or under-ol locote resources; tl-.i s 
will depend en o country's current price policy, that is, whether c 
specific product is under- or over-valued. This in turn, depends on 
the priorities of the party in power. 

A country make decide to ignore these considerotions for political 
reasons or becouse it does not wont to toke risks ond decides to gL•cr-
antee the ovoilability of food. Consequently, the country might allo-
cate lorge quantities of resources for products thot ore i mportont for 
the nutrition of its inhobitonts. This meons thot ot o given time the 
country in question does not hove enough confidence in its obi I ity to 
purchose the amount of foodstuffs it requires on the internotioncl 
morket in order to ovoid shorp fluctuotions in domestic supply, er 
that even the-ugh a country has sufficient foreign exchonge, it vie·.vs 
food avail obi I ity os essentio I to def ending itse If from outside pol iti-
ca I pressures. 

Briefly then, the approoch proposed here is· one of on open econc:-r.y 
in which the ollocction of resources for reseorch is based on concepts 
like comporotive odventoge, gucronteed ovoilability of food or se:f-
sufficiency in terms of the world market. i3e!;ides,t_he approach oilc»·:s for 
the distortions in on economy (subsidized credit, minimum wage, ~cr

iffs, subsidies, etc.) which fundomentolly influence the way resources 
ore spent. Speciol emphosis shell also be placed on the repercwssions 
of the mocroeconomic policies ond develcpment model a government 
adopts on ogriculture in generol, ond on the process of generoting 
and odopti ng technological change in porti cu lor. 

3.1.2 The Influence of Economic Policies on Agricufturol Reseorch Trends: 
The Cose of Colombia 

The Colombian experience shows cleorly thot agriculturol policy, end 
technological polic/ os o sub-division of this policy, ore determ!:-.ed 
in the long term by the development policies ond models adopted '6y 
the government ond ore defined in the short and medium terms by the 
evolution of certoin importont mocroeconomic aggregates. Severe! 
Lotin American countries (Brozil, Argentine, Chile, Mexico) shore 
this feoture in common. Thus, the results of an onolysis of the cl-
locotion process in the some sector will be biased if 1hey co not 
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include such variables (development policies, models, etc.) Curing 
the period of rapid industrialization befv;een 1950-1967, Colo::.~;a 

followed the import substitution model, which tried to protect do-
t • I • I t bl" I • h• I • • fC I • mes 1c procuct1cn oy es a 1sn:r.9 o1s:1 re~: ,s enc rmpcrt quotes en 

consumer goods. Overvaluing the pesos was cnother key tool in 7his 
policy and constituted, in effect, a tcx on exports (primarily O£ri-
culturol ones). During the 1960's when the bias towards substituting 
imports grew stronger, taxes on agricultural exports ran from 17-4-7';-{,. 
Another means of subsidizing industrialization was to force formers to 
sell row materials such as cotton to domestic producers at nices lower 
than international ones. In the short term, such measures acted to 
discourage the production of these goods, ond ov~r the Ion.~ term, 
they inhibited the generation and adoption· of technology. Only those 
products for which the country hod a true comparative advantage, such 
as coffee, sugar cone, tobacco and cotton, could withstand the pres-
sures of this model. 

At the some time, this model of rapid industrialization creckd the 
need for a large work force that received stable or declinin£1 real 
wages. A major part of this salary is spent on food, so the model 
requires that there be on abundant supply of fundamental foodstuffs. 
The limited foreign exchange generated by the economy must be spent 
on importing intermediate and capital goods necessary to boost the 
the industrial process. Foreign exchange cannot be spent on import-
ing food and agricultural raw materials. Therefore, credit, prices 
and research policies for . this period stressed 'the production cf cer-

/tain foodstuffs and the import substitution of certain raw materials. 

In 1967, the import substitution model gave way to the promotion of 
exports; trade policy end the exchange rote immediate I y ref I ected 
this situation. From 1970 on, exports increased considerably, and 
higher international prices ;for coffee produced more foreign exchanpe and c 
relatively large surplus in the balance of payments. This situation 
brought about a change of priorities in the allocation of resources. 
First, the importance of products that hod substituted for imports de-
clined; more wheat, corn, sorghum, oi I and milk were purchased 
abroad. However, the excess amount of foreign exchange end its 
resulting monetization quickened the pace of inflation in Colombia end 
favored stabi lizotion policies in the short term so that food imports 
became increasingly necessary. The energy crisis occured during 
this same period, and more money was spent to explore for new sour-
ces of oil and to develop alternate sources of energy (hydroelectric, 
nuclear, etc.). A II of these activities demanded large amounts of 
resources from the notional budget. 



The:-i, in the mid-Seventies, the government was not cnly fcrced tc 
curtail puolic spending to stcbilize the budget, but mcst cvcilc~!E: ~e
sources went towards solving the energy crisis. Besides, witn c s•...:r;:~LS 
in the balance of payments, the government did not seek out fcrei£n 
credit to finance research efforts. The brief descriptior, cf the Colc'":":-
bicn situation end its trade, fiscal, monetary and exchange policies 
helps explain why, during certain periods, the level of resources 
earmarked for agricultural research fells off; such hes been the case 
cf Colombia since 1970. It also helps explain why, ct c £iven time, 
large qucntiti es of resour':es flow towards certain types of prod:.; cts. 

3. 1 .3 A Medel for Identifying Product Priorities: Ccmpcrotive Advcntcges 
end Food Security 

When setting priorities among products for the allocation of research 
resources, several fundamental points must be considered: the charac-
teristics of the country's production system -- relative availability of 
land, labor force, capitol, foreign exchange end the social costs of 
each of these factors; the cvcilcbility of food end raw materials used 
to meet nutritional needs and the country's industrial production needs; 
overoll development models end policies; and the fincnciol rescurces 
cvcilcble for agricultural research. 

Since we went to work in en open economy frc:71ework end slnce c:ie 
of the priorities in the Colombian Development Plan is to senercge 
c stable flow of foreign exchange (anticipating later balance c7 pay-
ment problems), a bosic criteria that must be used when cllccc7ing 
resources for research is the concept of comparative advantage. V.'hen 
a country has a comparative advantage in the production of c commo-
dity, the net social return on producing en additional unit of this 
product is positive. In other words, the value of the produc7 h ~E:i"'!':S 
of its shadow price (for marketable products this is the border price, 
CIF or FOB) should be higher than the social cost of the resources 
ecrmarked for ·its production. 1/ 

Y The social return on a specific activity can be measured using the following formu!c: 
'r7 ..,,., 

RSN. = r. cij. Pi - f FsjV5 + Ej 
I ':' .s,,1 

cij = The amount of the ·th product produced by activity . I I· 

P· = The shadow price of this product. I 

Fsj = The amount of 5th production factor used by i . 

Vs = The social cost of the sth factor 

Ej = External effect produced by cctivity j. 
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We con colculcte comparative cdvor.tcge oy using o pcrcrneter k'lcwn 
cs the domestic resources cost {D.R. C .) . It measures sccicl cos~s, 
in terms of domestic resources {lend, lcocr, capitol), of ger.c-rc:-ing 
one additicncl unit cf foreisn exchonse either by exporti:.g er !:>' 
substituting imports. This cost is then compared with the ove:·os;e 
cost in the economy of generating the some unit of foreign excho:"'ose 
(shadow exchange rote); if the quotient is less then 1, the country 
hos o comparative advantage in this area. )/ 

For examples, in 1978, it was estimated that the shadow exchange 
rote for Colombia was 36 pesos to the dollar. However, the domes-
tic resources cost to substitute one dollar in maize imports was 45 pe-
sos, then, Colombia had not comparative advonf·oge in maize pro-
duction. '!:/ 
Using the cost structure of the different products ond the percentage 
of imported inputs of these products, it is simple to calculate the 
D.R. C ond the comporoti ve advantage; this makes it possible to work 
out o scale that puts products in order according to this odvcntoge, 
using 1 os the dividing point. 

Self-sufficiency or guorcnteed food supply competes with specializa-
tion ond comparative advantage since the Deportment Pion places greet 
emphasis on generating on adequate supply of food for adequate nutri-
tion of people ond raw materials for ogre-industry. To find the other 
criterion for setting priorities, you must estob1ish the position oc-
cupied by every item included in the total family budget. For pro-
ducts used as row moteriols in industrial processes (soybeans fer oi I), 

1/ The domestic resources cost ccn be colculcted using the following formula: -· 
DRC· = I 

CD· =The I 

.,,, 
~ FsiVs - Ej 

VAN· I 
= 

domestic opportunity cost 

CD· I 
VAN· J 
of the resources used in i. 

VAN = Net foreign exchange earned or saved or value added to international 
prices. 

The shadow exchange rate represents the average cost to the economy to produce 
one additional unit of foreign exchange. Thus, the criterion of comparative advan-
tage can be put into the quotient CDR; in which vi = the shadow exchon ge rote. 

Vj 
If the quotient is less then 1, the country hos o comparative advantage. 
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we ccn obtain this information by cpprcxir.-:cting the inctJstricl :::~o

ckict's shore in expenditurE:s. Y 
Nc.v: we ccn set up a lcble of pric;!ne~. Ccr.-:2c~cfi,:e c::!vcrt:~s 

will run along the horizontal axis c:-:d the position cf percentcse c 
product occupies in family spending runs along the vertical cxis 
(see Figure 2). The products in c.;tJedrcnts I end IV ere those in 
which the country has comparative cdvontoge end could Se experted 
or substituted for imports efficiently. The products in Guecrc:-:t IV, 
due to their low position in family speriding, ere the easiest to ex-
port, so quadrant IV contains exportable items. The products in quc-
drcnt I make up significant port of the consumer sho?ping bcsket and 
besides the country has comparative advantage in their prooudion; 
therefore, quedrant I contains products which could efficiently subs-
titute for imports or could be potentially exported. The products in 
quadrant 11 hove no comparative advcntage and meke up a si~nifi-

. cant part of the consumer shopping basket. The socio I return on the 
resources invested in promoting their production is low; this c !so . 
holds true for the products in quodront Ill, whose shore of fcrnily 
spending is low. The products in qucdrcr,t II ere importoole er po-
tentially importable. Quadrant Ill shows importcole end c'c"Ties:ic pro-
ducts whose share of family spending is not high. 

The highest reseerch priority shculd be Given to the products l:"! quo-_ 
drent I since they have a comparetive cdvcntage (the R.S.N. is> O); 
they ore also key items in the consumer shopping basket. The pro-
ducts in quadrant 111 have the lowest priority. Government pc Ii cy 
definition would provide the information necesscry to estcblish the 
difference between quadrants II and IV. If the government decides 
to adopt c policy of promoting experts end obtaining foreign exchange 

The products thct are most difficult to classify are the ones used as raw material 
in different industricl processes. The way to solve this problem is to find the agri-
cultural product's share in the cost structure of the industrial product or.d rr.;..dtiply 
this percentage b)' the industrial product's shore in fcrni ly spending. Sorr.e ~rccL<ct~, 
like cotton, ore especially difficult because they ere used in several processes 
{cotton is used in textiles and cottonseed coke); in such coses, you wou Id hove 
to choose the processes that occupies the most important place in family spending 
and on the basis of this percentage, estimate cot:-on's shere in this spending. 
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Figure 2 

Table of Priorities by Product Using Sccio-Eccr.o'"";!c 

Milk (5.94) 
Bread {wheat) (3.:~7) 

Maize (1 .49) 
Barley 

Quadrant II 

Fruit (1 .21) 
Pasta (wheat) (1 .09) 
Beans and lentils ( 0. 80) 
Peas ( 0.80) 
Plantain (0.74) 
Cassava (0 .61) 
Oats (0.25) 

Criteria 1/ 

1 

Beef Cattle (9.86) 
Potatoes (4 .55) 
Rice (3.57) 
Vegetable Oi I (soy, pc! r'n, 
cottonseed, sesc '11e) (3. 05) 
Sugor loaf (2.0i) 
Eggs (1 .80) 
Cocoa (1.71) 
Quadrant J 

Cotton 
Bananas ( 1 • 24) 
Coffee (1. 19) 
Sugar (1.01) 
Tobacco 
Flowers 

______ Q_u_a_d_ra_n_·t __ 11_1 ________________ -=-..._ ________ Q_u_a_d_ra_n_t __ •v ______________ ~I 
y Point 01 represents the origin for comparative advantage or the CjUOtient between 

the domestic cost of resources and the shadow excahge rate; point 02 repre~ents 
the origin for the product's participation in family spending and is measured ver-
tically. This par1icipation or shore of spending is shown in po:-enthesis enc re .... 
presents the structure of spending for blue collar workers in the city of Sogot.C. 
For the time being, comparative adv~mtages are positioned subjectively and wi II 
remain so until the corresponding calculations have been done. Another wcy of 
situating along the vertical axis would used the quotient Domestic Production end 
Consumption with a dividing line at po~nt 1 on the table. This line would be the 
"line of self-sufficiency11

• In this case the point o2 will be c;~ r~.e top ccrnH cf 
the matrix. 
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to provide gucranteed supplies of food, quadrant IV would be fa-
vored. However, if the ;;overnrnent adopts a food self-sufficiency 
policy, quadrant II is favored. Exporter countries cdopting the first 
type of policy would prefer quac'ronis I end IV, while self-sufficient 
countries would choose quodror.ts I end II. However, fiscal restric-
tions established by the government when defining notional budget 
o! locations for research hove not been token into account. 

The intersection of comparative odvontcge, food guarantees and govern-
ment policy intersect on the table helps identify priority products; 
we must also determine which product should receive priority govern-
ment financing. This is done by examining the price elasticity of 
demand. When the demand for o product is in~lostic, consumers 
reap the benefits of research; when demand is elastic, it is produc-
ers who benefit from research. Therefore, the government con finance 
research on priority products having the least price elasticity of de-
mand end continue up the scale until ovoiloble resources or.~ ex-
hausted. The research on the other products should be financed by 
the private sector. Since exportable products usually hove o high 
price elosti city of de~ond the products in quadrant IV would be fi-
nanced by the private sector (coffee, sugar cone, cotton, etc.), 
whereas the government would handle the products in qucdronts I end 
II. In Colombia, the choice of the products in quadrants I and IV 
would give products from the tropical zone o clear odvontoge over 
those from the Andean zone (except for coffee). 

Hoving set priorities ct the economic level, we would then go on to 
establish technological priorities using the methods described in the 
following section. 

3.2 Identification of Socio-Economic Priorities in Terms of the Internal end Ex-
ternal Market for Agricultural Production 

3.2. 1 General Considerations 

a) One way of setting socio-economic priorities 1/ is to identify 
lines of production with economic vcriobles o;:-social indicators 
bcsed on the assumption that the behavior of the productive pro-
cess significantly affects these variables (exports, employment, etc.: 

1/ . See the summery of methodologies used to establish priorities in the ollocotion of 
- resources for agricultural research in: Asignocion de Prioridodes y Recurses o lo In-

. vestigocion Agropecuorio en Colombia. Document PROTAAL No. 13. llCA, Co-
lombia, 1978. 
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b) The selection of priority products should be c.:-:-.e L.'~i;-s c ~-o:~ies 
cf basic ec:..r.cmic vcricbles chosen from the ;:..:::=elir.e~ ~e~ :_t 
in development pf ens and by ceterrnining these ::rCCL!ctS 1 r€ .::! 
effect en the vcriobles, that is, 0:1 the pee.._, c< vi:: s7~ ~ =;;,.. -:. ; :- e / 
represent. The weight given to each voricble "•ust exp~eso. ~r-.e 
relationship between variables in the econcrni c system; this will 
minimize the element of arbitrariness which cculd ocssi::le 7cvor . I 

one product or group of products over another (c:id there!::y i:-,-
directly favor certa: n producers). Such favoritism could i::c:-ticlly 
invalidate the origiriol selection of priority prcduc7s enc! t~e 
measurement of their effects on variables. If cs a result cf po-
litical decisions, it becomes necessary to stress a pcrticu l:::r pro-
duct feature left out of the bosi c selection cf vodcbles, cciust-
ments con be mode t:> occomodate this change. 

c) Once the priority prcducts hove been selected end oroe:-ec! ac-
cording to their relative importance in the ecoromic S/1 Ste;.; the 
notional interest in fostering domestic production must be ceft:ied. 
This definition must include on open economy in v:hi ch :f-:e irr:-
ports end exports in foreign trade con possibly l-:elp 'Tlee; ;::re-
duction needs end benefit consumers. There ere 'l'".cny ·,·:C/S ~o 

arrive ct this definitio~ depending on the develo?rnent rnccel 
that is adopted. However, the three basic options ere: 

To foment the production of cl I high priority products so that 
the notional economy functions we! I end the risks e;otci led in 
on unpredictable international market con be minir.-iized --
especially over the medium end Ion; terms. An irr.pcrr sub-
stitution model goes olong with this orientation; it fc -.1crs 
domestic production ond assigns foreign trade the role cf pro-
ducing foreign exchange through the export or row :iiCteriols. 
Foreign exchonge is used to pay for imported. inputs -- espe-
cially sophisticated inputs essential to the industriclizcticn 
process thot will enoble this process to consolidate itself cs 
the purveyor of the domestic morket. 

To selectively promote the production needed to guc~o:--tee 
the notional food supply os part of o strotegy designed to 
eliminate the country's dependence on other countries fer its 
supply of basic products. This type of policy is usually cdcp7ed 
to improve the country's negotiotini; position of wcrld '.":'-.ar~et. 

Although this type of policy is somewhat similar to the impcrt 
substitution one, it does not stipulate the protection of do-
mestic morkets, but rather attempts to improve c ccur-.tr;/~ 



importing end experting situc1ion indpencent of the nature 
of the products neG=tiated. 

To promote en ly f~ose prcducts for v:hi ch r~e cou;"try !-,~: ·:::: 
comparative advantage in terms of the country's relative en-
dowment of produdive factors. Thus, using this approach, 
products that have no priority in terms of the country's pro-
duction structure mi;ht become high priority products as a 
result cf their "competitive edge" on international markets. 
This type of policy favors free trade and assumes that 1he 
benefits derived from the production coming out of these 
comparative cdvontoges wi II benefit notional consumers end/ 
or wil I se 11 well on the international market. This model 
clso assumes thct necessary import~, . that is, those items which 
do not hove c compcrctive cdvcntoge, wi II be brought into t~ 
country in the amounts required and ct odvontcgeous prices 
without any restraints on the international market. 

This cnclysis is concerned with the sources of technology neede 1 

to furthe~ the production of priority products. Technology con ~~e 
internally generated, imported or adopted. Usuolf y, a country 

· drcws upon ell three of these kinds of sources but placing specio 
emphasis on one of them. At the technical level, this combina-
tion wi II depend en the country's internal capacity for resecrch · 
end for generating the technology it needs. However, the make 
up_. of this technology will also depend on the development model 
thct is adopted end by foreign trade policy. 

3.2.2 A Model for Identifying Product Priorities: Participation in the In-
ternal end External Market 

Mcking the technological process of agriculture compatible with eco-
nomic end social development aims is c complex tcsk ct both the 
empirical and conceptual levels. It can be divided into three stages. 
The first stage involves the determination and definition of just what 
the agricultural sector should provide in the context of overall develc -
ment gocls. The contributions the ogricuftural sector makes to the 
development process will themselves become this sector's ,;ools and 
priorities end will define the scope of other policy instruments. 

The second phase is more directly involved with scientific/technologi-
cal development work. Specific technological objectives must be 
established during this phcse. These objectives include: priority 
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products, qualitative fectures of technology, etc. These priorities 
and objectives must be ccrnpotible with the more genercl cj.,,5 set 
in phase one. 

Finally the third stage, which involves research and scientific/ 
technology institutes, entoi Is a definition of the type of knowledge 
that wi 11 contribute to producing the technology that is in keeping 
with the "technological path" the coL•ntry hos chosen. Orsoni zotion 
techniques and operational strategies ml.st also be worked out during 
this phase since they will make it possble to obtain this knowledge 
and to implement it in the agricultural i:>roduction process. 

This section will focus on the second phc1se of selecting priorities. 
It is first necessary, however, to point cut some of the interrelction-
ships that exist between the first and sec:md phases of this process. 

The social utility function of agricultural research on specific pro-
ducts poses the need to interpret the "social preferences" -- this 
means the type of economic and social development desired -- that 
would maximize this function as far as the availability of resources 
will permit. However, when the government is the main orgcnism 
directing scientific/technological research for agricultural development, 
"social preferences" and social and economic development objectives 
are generally found in government development plans. These plans 
usually outline the functions end the role to be ployed by agriculture 
in achieving the proposed overall development aims. Since govern-
ment action in these fields is based on the power relationships exist-
ing between different social and economic groups, the specific con-
tent of the 11 social preferences" included in development plans wi II 
reflect the situation of these power relationships. Therefore, the 

· political viability of o scientific/technological policy having social 
repercussions (for example, o policy designed to pion end direct 
agricultural research work on certain products) in the agricultural 
sector will largely depend on the extent to which the social prefe-
rences implicit in the objectives of the porposed policy coincide with 
the social preferences implicit in development plans. The aims of o 
proposed policy that fell outside of the area where social preferences 
mesh might merely turn into an academic exercise in planning. 

However, there ore many coses of political-institutional situations 
which offer o relative degree of autonomy from sovernment end 
bureaucratic influence. This type of situation provides a margin of 
independence from government pali~y in terms of certain economic, 



political ar.d/or social interest. This type cf cutcr.o!""",y cri~es ·,.}·=:r 
lhc oower correlaticnships between socicl cn....J1or ecc!"'.o-iic crc~:s ere 

I \..f" - I 

balanced in terms of their ability to define and direct 2cverrr-;~,~ 

cctic-.n for their own ben«::f!t. 

Thus, in view of this possible situation, it is essenticl to estd::ish 
social criteria as part of the process of setting priorities for the al-
location of resources for technical research; these gL:idelines cecl \·oith 
making tl-ie process of finding and allocating limited resources -;,ere ra-
tional and optimal in economic terms. They would help mcke resc~rce 
allocation economically effective and make it reflect the socicl rea-
lities of the country. Examples of this type of criteria include tne 
opportunity costs of production factors, comparative cdvc~tcges, in-
ternational prices, etc. 

Bearing these ideas in mind, the first step in the process of se:-:ing 
up a system of priorities for agriculture! research lt\·ork would be to 
interpret or establish the general "preference" criteria cr.d the exp I icit 
end implicit objectives found in overall economic end social develop-
ment plans. In ether words, the types of demands pieced en agri-
culture and more specifically, the functions society gives this sector, 
must be defined. Hoving estcblished the social ~md econo'7iic deve-
lopment aims and the role ogricul(fure is to play in this process, t~e 
next step is to evaluate the relative importance of eoch proposeci 
objective. This means that we must establish or calculcte the pcra-
meters that correctly express the relative importance cf specific goc!s 
and objectives (which usually compete among themselves cs a result 
of limited available resources). 

In many countries where agriculture represents the main or one of t~e 
principal sectors of national production activity in terms of its con-
tribution to the GDP, the chief functions this sector perforrr.s ere: 

a) To satisfy domestic demand for food and raw materials needed 
in manufacturing industries. 

b) To provide the foreign exchange needed to sustain nctioncl pro-
duction. The important point here is not only to generate for-
eign exchange through agricultural exports but also to free avcil-
able exchange by substituting imports with products from the 
agricultural sector. 
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c) To broaden the domestic market fer gc·ods and services F•c-c~cec 
in other sectors of the economy; thct is, tc e:-,!arse ~1-e :cc;::e 
of indush-ic I production, the financia I sector end the service 
~ector (fer exarnple, trar.spc-rtc.t!on). 

d) To free part of the work force to work in other economic sectors 
(industry, trade, etc.). 

An assessment can be made of the agricultural sector cs regards these 
four fundamental functions by analyzing the circulation •1aricbles cf 
production. Thus, by analyzing agricultural production :7or do'Tiestic 
markets, agricultural production for foreign markets and C19ri cullural 
imports, we can identify objective parameters that enable us to de-
termine the behavior of the agricultural sector in terms o:: its a) end 
b) functions. Of course in this ancilysis, we must examir.e not cr.ly 
the additional magnitude of the value of each vorioble, l·ut we must 
also determine the extent to which each variable forms a port cf ecch 
activity or product in accordance with their economic function (food 
for domestic consumption, raw materials for industry or products for 
exports). 

The performance of the agricultural sector with regard to function c) 
is closely linked to the two previous functions. The size of demcr.d 
the agri cu lturol sector represents for goods end services co mi r.g from 
other sectors of the economy is largely determined by the size of the 
Gross Agricultural Product. 

Thus, the relative importance of every agricultural product, viewed 
in terms of the function it performs in the whole economy, can be 
established on the basis of the variables making up the value of agri-
cultural circulation products. These variaoles are basic to the pre-
cess of determining priority products. 

For the purposes of this paper, the total value of agricultural circu-
lation (c) js defined as the value of notional agricultural production 
for domestic markets (PIBAI), plus the value of agricultural exports (X), 
pf us the value of ogriculturcl imports (M). In other words: 

C = PIBAI + X + M 

gives us the group of variables that reflect the chief components of 
the function cssigned to the agricultural sector. The relative partici-
pation of each variable in the total value of agricultural circulation 
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can be used to calculate the participation cf each Foduct c~o\;:-::.d 
in the list of priority products. 

A list of product Fiorities or "pric;;y i:·.c"..1~" $~.cu!C: ;je crcv.:· -, v. 
the bosis of the following equat~on: 

Pi 

I i 

x 

Xi 

M 

Pi = o(. I /J + c(x 
f.-J I i 

= Porticipation of p·oduct ..!. • 

= Relative weight of agricultural G'DP intended for the domestic 
market as part of the total value cf the country's ogric:..1!tural 
circulation. 

= Participation of product i in the agricultural GDP inte:.ded 
for the domestic market.-

= 

= 

= 

Relative weight of the value of agricultural exports as pert of 
the total value of agriculturel circulation in the country. 

Participation of product J. i11 the value of agricultural exports. 

Relative weight of the value of agricultural imports as pert 
of the total value of the country's agricultural ci;culaticn. 

Mi = Participation of product i_ in the value of agricultural i~ports. 

This formula helps order priority products end establishes the m::i;;1i-
tudes of the relative differences or "distances" between products. 
These distances can help choose groups of priority products and can 
help in making decisions regarding the amount of resources that should 
be a I located for each product. 

This method of ordering priority products is the first step in arriving 
at a definitive priority arrangement. A definitive ordering of priori-
ties con only be achieved when specific secforiol goals hove been 
incorporated into the analysis (for example, when, os the result of 
a political decision, and aside from cny considerotions on sociol 
return, the decision is mode to stimulate certain products as port of 
a notional policy of guaranteeing food end certoin row materials), 
along with trends and outlooks for agricultural production end specific 
products. This lest point is important end is related to the idec that 
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products that ore currently unirnpcrtc.nt :n terms of their cc:-7ri~tJ

tion to circulation variables may, ofter being suojecteci tc c t;e;1d 
onal}'sis of agricultural production (at the notional and inter:-:c:Ticncl 
levc=I!;), show themselves to be CC';",petitive in 1he future. ii-,l.'s, 
the initial ordering of priority products must be adjusted en ~!~e b::=sis 
of this trend analysis so that avcilable resources can be cllcccted -
more efficiently. 

A significant problem that crises w~n implementing the prc;:icsed 
· m~thodology (significant in terms of its theoretical end operative 
implications) concerns the selection of prices used to place a value 
on the contribution of eoch product to circulation variables. The 
problem is whether to choose market prices (producer or con~mer 
prices), or prices that reflect the social opportunity cost (shcdows 
prices for products on the national and internotiona I markets). 

For this reason, it would be desireable to use shadow prices fer each 
of the products, in order to estimate their contribution to the vclue 
of agricultural production destined for the domestic rr1arket c::d tne 
shadow rote of exchange, in order to estimate the value of im;:icrts 
and exports. However, given the operative difficulties as well cs 
the theoretical and conceptual prohtems that shadow prices e!"ltcil, as 
a resu It of the different schools of economic thought, end, tcki ng 
into account that the major portion of the agricultural end livestock 
products do not suffer from distorted prices because of politico! end 
institutional action, which, in turn, permits us to suppose that the 
market prices are approximately those of their respective shadow 
prices, the use of market prices of the products at the level of the 
producer is recommended, since it is probable that the morginc I le-
vel of precision which con be obtained by opproxirr.ction a:id the 
use of shadow prices is not worth the additional effort required. In 
the cases in which there is a relatively strong politico-institutional 
action that affects the system of relative prices to the producers of 
the agricultural sector, it would be advisable to use shadow prices, 
if this is not the case, there is the risk of assigning too much or 
too little priority to the producer by employing favorable or un-
favorable prices, respectively. 

Application of this Model to the Colombian Case 

Establishing weighting coefficients • 
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Chart No. 5 provides c summary of the es7ir.icted -.ekes c~ ~L.e 

vcriob!es :r.cking t.:p the circulcticn vcl:.:e :::f as;ric:.;h .. rc: ;:;rc:::'.l:c~: 

in Colombia during ~he pe·riod 1972-1976. The cverc~-e cf eec:h 
variable dt:ring this five-yecr peried wcs :.:seci ~o c<::•e:--.::--e ' 1-.e: 
weight to be given to weishting parameters. Chert No. 5 shcv.-s 
that the circuloHon value of agriculture! products frc"T1 1972-19/6 
could be broken down like this: 71 .6% intended 7c; the d~"'es7ic 
market, 25.30/o intended for foreign :ncrkers end 3. lc; cf c::-ic::l-
turo I products we re imported. 

Each one of these percentages hos been used to give the respective 
worth or weight of the pcrti cipction of eech product in •he vol1..:e 
of the corresponding variable of the circt.:lc~icn of cgricuitt:rel pro-
ducts. 

a) Drewing up the list of Priorities 

Once we determined the .pcrti cipation of ecch cf the 26 pre cu Co's 
in each of the variables making up the vclue of esri c1..:!7t.:rcl cir-
culation, that is, domestic market, foreign market end i mpcrrs i/ 
a list was made for each prodt.:ct in the respective veric;;!e. Ecch . 
product's participation in the value of prodt.:ction intended fer 
domestic markets was multiplied by 0.716, which is the pe;cer.te~e 
that ecch unit of value in circulation h::s in the egriculturel G l)P · 
intended for domestic markets; the result is each prodt.:ct's 
weighted participation in this vcricble. 

Likewise, a product's participation in exports end i~portcs wes 
multiplied by 0.253 end 0.031 respectively in erder to fine their 
corresponding weighted shores or pcrticipction. 

The sum of the weighted values is equcl to the t.:nit. The s:Jm 
of each product would show the mcg:iitude of its relative i"":1por-
tcnce as port of the value of the circulction of cgriculturcl prc-
ducts in the country for the period in question (1972-1976). For 
our purposes here, 0 list of priority products ordered cccorcing 
to their relative importance in order to cetermine the to~cf v::lt:e 
of the circulation of agricultural products would lock like this: 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 

45. 

Relative 
Product Importance Distcnces 

Coffee 22. 12 9.23 
Beef 12.29 4.70 
Dairy Beef 7.59 2.37 
Cotton 5.22 0. 15 
Rice 5.07 0 .27 
Cassava 4.80 0.50 
Swine 4.30 0.58 
Plantain 3.72 0.03 
Sugar Cone 3.69 0.09 
Poultry 3.60 0.02 
Sugar loaf (Panela) 3.58 0.22 
Eggs 3.36 0.24 
Mai:ze 3.12 0.26 
Potatoes 2.86 0.96 
Wheat 1.90 0.33 
Bananas 1.57 0._50 
Sorghum 1.07 0.06 
Beans 1.01 0.03 
Tobacco 0.98 0. 14 
Soybeans 0.84 0.06 
Cocco 0.78 0.21 
African Polm 0.57 :0.08 
Berley 0.49 ·0.36 
Yo ms 0.21 0.00 
Sesame 0.21 0.014 

. This list not only orders products according to the:ir relctive ir.:?or!o:"l-
ce, but clso makes it possible to establish "distances" between products 
according to their levels or priority. These distances enobtes us to 
distinguish "groups of products" that con be celled "high priority", 
"priority", or 11 I ow priori tyu • 

Four groups of products can be distinguished in the obove mentioned 
list. The first three products, coffee, beef end dciry beef, ore IQ-
cated at a considerable "distance" from the other products. Thus, 
they could be considered as 11 top priority" products. Cotton, rice, 
ccssova and swine make up another group end could be considered 
"high priority" products. Plcntoins, sugar cone, poultry, sugor loof 
cone, eggs, maize end potatoes make up cnother group that coufd be 
called "priority". And the rest of the products in the list could b!: 
considered "low priority". 
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Most of 1he prociucts i:-i the first three groups ere foodstuffs 
used in direct consumption; two of them (cottcn and susor 
cane) ore used as row :r.cteric!s for the mcnufacturing industr;; 
and only one of them is bcsicolly inter.ded for expert (coffee). 
Most of the foreign exchange produced by rhe export of cgri-
cul turol products comes from products in the first three priority 
gro~ps. 

b) Incorporation of Variables in the "Adjustment of Priorities" 

Chert No. 7 summc:ri zes the status of the 26 products of the 
agricultural sector according to the priority conglomerctor. The 
status of each product is obtained through the determination of 
its relcti ve importance with respect to each of the variables 

. under consideration, that is, its inclusion in the surface orea 
under cultivation and the employment generated by it in the 
agrarian sector. 

A notable fact is that the ''priority conglomerotors" chosen ac-
cording to the production circulation variables do not suffer 
undergo significant alterations when the "adjustment variable" 
for surface area under cultivation is incorporated. The high-
priority· character which maize acquires should be considered 
with reservation, since a large portion of the area in which 
maize is cultivated is shored with other crops under the poly-
crop system used by peasants with smell land-holdings; hence, 
maize would most likely hove a net surface area under cultiva-
tion which is really much lower. 

The modifications ere more important when the variable of employ-
ment generated is introduced. In effect, the crops of the "mo-
dern sector", which have undergone a slow technological process 
towards the use of capital-intensive rather then labor-intensive 
methods of production, tend to lose importance with respect to 
the group of crops which ere typical of peasant production, in 
which lobar-intensive processes dominate. In these cases, the 
priorities ere defined according to the objectives of economic 
end social policy with respect to employment end in function of 
the market chcrccteristi cs (present end future) of each product. 
Thus, for example, the products or crops that presently generate 
a srect deal of employment may not have favorable future pers-
pectives, either due to their slight nutritional value or their in-
ability to compete advantageously with other .substitutes, etc. 
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Products 

Coffee 
Rice 
Octs 
Berley 
Maize 
Sorghum 
Wheat 
Pote toe 
Plantain 
Ccsscva 
Yem 
Sugar 
Sugar loaf 
Soybean 
Peanuts 
African Pclm 
Sesame 
Catton 
Cocoa 
Tobacco 
Beans 
Bene nos 

Ociry Cattle 
Beef Cattle 
Pigs 
Sheep 
Poultry Meet 
Poultry Eggs 

Other Agricult. 

TOTAL 

Chart No. 1 
47. 

Pcrticipotion of Different Products in the A~ricultural 

Production Vo lue. 1972-1976 

Averc:;;e ! 
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 

% % % % % 1972-76 

14.95 15.00 13.42 13.67 21.66 15.8 
4.20 6.70 7.31 6.30 5. 10 5.9 
- - - - - -

0.45 0.43 0.45 0.66 0.35 0.5 
3.90 4.32 3.42 2.9.5 3.42 3.6 
0.96 1.37 1.37 . 1.20 1.39 1.3 
0.39 0.35 0.34 0.25 0.23 0.3 
2.65 2.82 2.88 5.3~' 3.57 3.5 
4.28 3.95 4.08 5.09 4.84 4.5 
6.57 4.63 5.88 6.55 4.81 5.7 
- 0.32 0.23 0.24 0.22 0.3 

2.05 3.2 
4.43 4.94 3.24 2.70 6.00 4.3 
0.75 0.74 0.88 1.17 0.48 0.8 
- - - - - -
- 0.75 0.95 0.61 0.54 0.7 

0.33 o. 19 0.23 0.24 0.21 0.2 
4.70 5. 18 5.05 4.10 5.49 4.9 
0.64 0.74 0.72 0.61 0.71 0.7 
0.66 1.07 0.86 1.15 0.87 0.9 
1. 12 0.92 1.17 1.66 1. 11 l.2 
1.34 1.85 1.89 1.85 2.36 1.9 

l.3.50 8.34 8.32 6.37 8.90 8.9 
15.97 .. 17.21 15.22 10.35 11.57 13.9 
4.95 6.17 4.26 5.50 5.50 5.1 
0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.07 -
3.89 4.22 4.54 4.89 4.96 4.3 
4.11 4.59 4.22 3.66 3 .. 58 4.0 

3.14 3. 13 9.00 12.83 2.11 3.6 

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.0 
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Chart No. 2 

Participation of Several Products in the Value of .As;ricul-

turo I Exports in Colombia. i 972-78 

Products 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Averc·e 
% % % % % C' iO c: 

10 1972- 8 

Coffee 72.9 77.4 73.1 65.7 77.5 81.8 83.0 73.3 
Bcnanas 2.3 2.0 3.0 3. l 3.7 2.5 3. 1 2.8 
Sugar 4.9 3.9 8.5 9.3 2.2 0. l 0.9 5.8 
Cotton 8.7 4.3 5.6 7.4 5.3 6.3 3.0 6.2 
Tobacco 1.7 2.0 2. 1 1.2 2.3 l. l l. 1 1.9 
Rice 0 .1 0. l 2.0 1.9 l. 1 1. 1 0.8 
Potatoes 0.2 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 
Cocoa 
Maize 0.2 
Beans 0.3 0.3 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.5 O.t 
Vegetables and 
Legumes 

Tornatos 
Soybeans 0. l 0. l 
Oats 
Flowers 0.5 1. l 1.9 1. 9 2.C 1.8 2.2 1 i; • ·-
Bovines stock 2.3 0.3 0.3 2.6 1.3 0.6 0.6 1.3 
Beef Cattle 4. l 5.2 3.8 2.2 l. 8 1.3 2.0 3.4 
TOTAL 
EXPLAINED 97.9 96.7 99.4 96.7 98.6 97.2 96. l 97.6 



Chart No. 3 

Pcrticii:otion of Several Products in the P.cricul~..;~cl lrr:;:crts 

Vclue in Colombia. 1972-1977 

Products 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Averc:::-:: ' 
% % % % Cl 

10 
O! 
10 1972-7~ : 

Wheat 67 .1 39.4 55.5 60.0 38.0 15.6 52.0 
Maize 0.2 11.6 4.3 1.3 7.8 3.5 
Beens 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.3 1.0 0.2 
Barley 7.5 5.2 2.7 5.7 8.7 4.2 
Soybeon 2.9 7.4 6.4 3.3 
Soybean Oil 0.2 1.0 3.4 2.4 8.4 13.4 3. j 
Pees 0. 1 1.0 1.2 3.0 l . 2 3.2 1.3 
Chickpea 0.4 2.8 1.0 0.3 0.5 0.9 
Lentils 1.8 3.8 :3.9 3.4 3.7 3.6 3.3 
Apples 5.5 1.8 ~.2 3.4 2.8 2. 1 3. 1 

L 
1 

Oats 3.5 2.5 ~.o 2.6 1.6 1.6 2.4 
~ Cocoa 12.0 8.8 7. 1 6.5 0.3 I. 0 \.I. , 

,- :cattle 0 .1 0. l 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5 0. 1 
1 
i . Dciry Cattle 1.9 1.5 1.4 1.8 4.8 12.0 2.3 

Poultry 1.2 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.8 
t Eggs 0. 1 I• r. 

% Explained 97.7 90 .1 94.6 89 .7 70.0 70.9 E-7.~ 

t 
l 
J 

, 
t 

I 



Chert No. 4 

Participation of Severe! Products in the Agricultural 

GDP for Do Ties tic Use. 1972-1976 

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 A ve:-c ::e 
Products -% % % % Ct 1972-76 :o 

c; 
I 

Coffee 5.4 5.0 4.9 3.8 5.7 5.0 
Rice 4.8 7.7 8.3 7.0 6. 1 6.8 
Oats - - - - -
Barley 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.4 G.5 
Maize 4.5 5.0 3.9 3.4 4.3 4.2 
Sorghum 1.1 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.7 1 .5 
Wheat 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4 
Poto toe 3.0 3.3 3.3 6. 1 4.4 -LO 
Plantain 4.9 4.6 4.7 5.9 6. 1 5.2 
Cassava 7.5 5.4 6.7 7.6 6. 1 6.7 
Yam 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 I'\ -; I. 

\.,j • ..., 

I Sugar Cone 3.2 2.9 2.6 2.4 4.4 3. i 
Sugar loaf 5. 1 5.7 3.7 3. 1 7.6 5.0 I 
Soybean 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.4 0.6 0.9 I 

I 

Peanuts - - - - .i 

African Palm 0.8 1. 1 0.7 0.7 o.a I 

I Sesame 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Cotton 4.7 5.3 5.4 4.0 6.2 5 .. l 
Cocoa 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.9 0.8 
Tobacco 0.5 0.7 0.5 l. 1 0.5 C; .7 
Beans 1.1 0.9 l. 1 1.7 1. 1 i.2 
Bananas · 1.0 1.4 1.2 1.0 1.6 , 'j '·-
Cottle: 
Dairy 15.4 9.7 9.5 7.4 10.5 
Beef 19.0 16.8 11.8 14.3 15.5 
Pigs 5.7 7.2 4.9 6.4 6.0 
Sheep 0.1 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 0 .1 0. 1 

Poultry: 
Meat 4.4 4.9 5.2 5.7 5.0 
Eggs 4.7 5.3 4.8 4.3 4.5 4.7 

TOTAL% 78.9 99.6 93.6 88.7 78.2 ,...- 5 
~=. 
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Chart No. 5 

Structure of the AgricL.fturol Circulcticn \!clue inColornhia 

1972-2976 

(In mi I Ii ones of Constant 1970 Pesos} 

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 

Agricultural GDP 
(Domestic market) 31.186.1 32.047.5 34.908.0 36.472.2 34.276.5 

Value of the ex-
ports in constant 
pesos 10.293.7 11.947.4 11.404.8 13.467.5 12.489.4 

Value of the im-
ports in constant 
pesos 741. l l.332.9 l. 906. 1 1. 183 .0 2.040.6 

TOTAL VALUE OF 
THE AG-RICULTU-
RAL CIRCULA-
TION 42.220.9 45.327.8 48.218.9 51. 127.7 48.806.5 

51. 

Average Weight-c. 
Value Poromei(: 

33.778.0 71.6 

11. 920 .6 ,-..- ~ 

D .. i:; 

1.440.7 3. 1 

47.139.3 100.0 



ParticipaHon in the Different Components of Agricuhurol Circulation and in 

the Tota I A qri cu I tura I Production 

Parti cipa ti on PARTICIPATION IN: WEIGHTED PARTICIPATION IN: 
I 

Product Agr. Produ c. Domestic Domestic 
Value Market Exports Imports Market Exports Imports 

1972-76 . % % % % % % 

.... Coffee 15.8 5.0 73.3 - 3.58 18.54 -
a. Beef Cattle * 13. 9 15.5 4.7 o. 1 11. 10 1. 19 ::> -... Dairy Cattle 8.9 10.5 2.3 7.52 0.07 <!) - -

N Cotton 4.9 5. 1 6.2 - 3.65 1.57 -
a. Rice 5.9 -6.8 ::> 0.8 - 4.87 0.20 -
0 Cassava 5.7 6.7 4.80 ... - - - -<!) Pigs 5. 1 6.0 4.30 - - - -

Plantain 4.5 5.2 - - 3.72 - -
Sugar Cane 3.2 3. 1 5.8 - 2.22 1.47 -

(") Pou I try Meo t 4.3 5.0 0.8 3.58 0.02 a. - -
::> Sugar Loaf 4.3 5.0 0 - - 3.58 - -... Eggs 4.0 4.7 <!) - - 3.36 - -

Maize ·3.6 4.2 - 3.5 3.01 - 0. 11 
Potatoe 3.5 4.0 - - 2.86 - -
Wheat -- ___ 0.3 _._o_.4 - :52..Q -- - __ 0_L29 _____ - 1.61 . ---- ·-·· -·· .. ·- .. -- - --···· -·-- - ·-·- -·· ·- .. ----- --- - -·------·-
Bananas -_- 1.9 1.2 2.8 - 0.86 0.71 -
Sorghum 1.3 1.5 - -- 1.07 - -
Beans 1.2 1.2 0.6 0.2 0.86 o. 15 -
Tobacco 0.9 0.7 1.9 - 0.50 0.48 -
Soybean o.8 0.9 - 6.4** 0.64 - 0.20 

~ Cocoa 0.7 0.8 - 6.9 0.57 - 0. 21 
a. African Palm 0.7 0.8 - - 0.57 - -
::> Barley 0.5 0.5 4.2 0.36 0. 13 0 - -... 

. <!) Yam 0.3 0.3 - - 0 .21 - -
Sesame 0.2 0.3 - - o. 21 - -
Oats - - - 2.4 - - 0.07 
Sheep - 0. 1 - - U.07 - -
Peanuts - - - - - - -----

Relative Importance of 
71.6 25.3 3. 1 Components of A nri c • 

. Circulation 
------- - -- -* Jdc: • I ' I . ln~,..,JCS wV/ .JCOn "Vt 

General 
Priority 
Index 

% 

22. 12 
12.29 
7.59 
5.22 
5.07 
4.80 
4.30 
3.72 
3.69 
3.60 
3.58 
3.36 
3.12 
2.86 
1.90 
1.57 
1.07 
1.01 
0.98 
0.84 
0.78 
0.57 
0.49 
0.21 
0.21 
0.07 
0.07 
-

-

(.'1 

"' . 
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Chert No. 7 

Priorities Acccrdir.g to Sele.cted Variables 

Hi :;hest Hi8h 
Variables Prio~:ty Pricrity Priorities 

Greco l Grcup 2 Group 3 

I. Priorities according to Coffee Cotton Plantoin 
variables in cir cu lotion Livestock Rice Sugar Cane 

Beef Cottle Cassava Poultry 
Dairy Cottle Swine Sugar Le.of 

Eggs 
Ntaize 
Potatoes 

II. Priorities according to Coffee Rice Sorghum 
cultivated area Livestock Plante in Sugar Loaf 

Maize Cotton Potatoes 
Cessovc Beens 

Sugar Cone 

Ill. Priorities according to Coffee Maize Cotton 
generated employment Livestock Cassava Tobacco 

Pl onto in Yom 
Sugar Loaf Potatoes 

Rice 

Calculations based on dote in Chart No. 8 
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Less 
Priority 
Grc:..:::. ~ 

Wheot 
Ecnc:;cs 
Sorghum 
Becr.s 
Tcl:,ccco 
Soybean 

·Cocoa 
African Pc 1 rn 
Berley 
Yam 
Sesame 
Oats 
Sheep 
Pecm:ts 

Soy been 
Cocoa 
Tobacco 
Sescr.ie 
Wheot 
Bene nos 
Afri ~on Palm 
Yam 
Peanuts 
Oats 

Cocoa 
Sugor Cone 
Beans 
Beno nos 
African Palm 
Soybean 
Sorghum 
Wheat 
Sesame 
Barley 
Peanuts 
Oats 
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Chart No. 8 

Comparison of the General Priority 

Index Bc.sed on Agricultural Circulation with Cultivated Area 

and Employment Genercti.on 

General Priority Pa.rti ci pct ion in 
Products Index based on Agri- the Area Cu If voted 

c;ultural Circulation 

-
0.. Coffee 22.12 26.6 
::> Beef Ccttle 12.29 * 0 ... 

(.'.) Dairy Cottle 7.59 * 

"" Cotton 5.22 7.0 
Q. Rice 5.07 9.6 
::> 

Cassava 4.80 5.8 e 
~ Pigs 4.30 -

Plantain 3.72 9.5 
Sugar Cone 3.69 2. 1 

M Poultry 3.60 -
Q. Sugar Loaf 11 Panelo 11 3.58 4.6 ::> 
0 ... Eggs 3.36 -(.'.) 

Maize 3. 12 15.6 
Potatoes 2.86 3.3 
Wheat l.90 0.8 
Bananas 1.57 0.5 
Sorghum l.07 4.7 
Beans 1.01 2.8 
Tobacco 0.98 0.8 . 
Soybean 0.84 1.6 

-.;:a- Cocoa 0.78 1.5 
0.. 

African Palm 0.57 0.5 ::> 
0 ... Barley 0.49 1.7 (!) 

Yam 0. 21 0.3 
Sesame 0. 21 0.8 
Oats 0.07 -
Sheep 0.07 -
Peanuts - 0. 1 

TOTAL 100.0 

Calculations based on data in Charts No. 6 and 9. 

* livestock occupies around 25 millions hectares. 

Participction in Ern-
ployment Generated 

b}' Agr. Sector* 

17.2 
•. -

-
7.3 
5.9 

10.2 
-

9.9 
2.9 
-

9.6 
-

12.2 
6.4 
0.4 
1.5 
0.8 
2.2 
7. 1 
0.8 
3.2 
0.9 
0.3 
0.7 
0.4 
-
-
-

100.0 

I 
I 
I 

·I 
., 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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Chart No. 9 

RL•rol Er-iployme:nt Generated by Different Crops 

Average Cul ti voted Area Number of Annual Average of G-=ne:c-
1975-1979 wages per ted Wcses Products In thousands % Ho. Y In thousands Hos. OI 

-· '{a.b ) 
10 

(a) (b) 
-

Coffee 1.055 .3 26.6 37 39.046.0 17.2 
Beef Cottle * * - --
Dairy Cottle * * - - -
Cotton 277.1 7.0 60 16.626.0 7.3 
Rice 382.1 9.6 35 13.373.5 5.9 
Cassava 230.5 5.B ' 100 23.050.0 10.2 
Pigs ··- - -· - - -
Pfontoin 375.9 9.5 60 22.554.0 9.9 
Sugar Cone 82.0 2. 1 BO 6.560.0 2.9 
Poultry ·- - - - -
Sugar Loaf "Pcnela" .181 • 1 4.6 120 21.732 . .0 9.6 
Eggs - - - - -
Maize 617.2 15.6 45 27.774.0 12.2 
Potatoes 131.5 3.3 110 14.465.0 6.4 
Wheat 30.5 O.B 29 884.5 0.4 
Bono nos 18.3 0.5 180 3.294.0 1.5 
Sorghum 187.3 4.7 10 1.873.0 0.8 
Beans 112. 1 2.8 45 5.044.5 2.2 
Tobacco 32.4 0.8 280 16.184.0 7 .1 
Soy~eans 64.0 1.6 30 1.920.0 0.8 
Cocoa 57.B 1.5 127 7.340.6 3.2 
African Palm 18.1 . 0.5 110 . 1.991.0 0.9 
Barley 65.B 1.7 9 592.2 0.3 
Yam 12.8 0.3 127 1 .625 .6 0.7 
Sesame 32.4 0.8 25 810.0 0.4 
Oats - - 22 - -
Sheeps - - - - -
Peanuts 1.9 0.1 10 19.0 -
TOTAL 3. 966. 1 100.0 226 .758.9 100.0 

1/ Token from OPSA. Evoluocion del Ano Agricola 1975. Mon-hour per hectoreo hos not been 
- substantially modified. 

* Livestock occupies around 25 millions hectares. 
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4. The ldentifi cation of Research Pricriti es within Selected Products or Proole-:;-
Areas 

* 

4. l Mein S!eps Followed ir; the Prcce~s of lder.tif)'ing Resecrch Pr!cri ti es 
Within ProductS: A Matrix Approach 

As i.t was pointed out in section 2. 3 above, despite the fact that the for-
mal identification of product er problem priorities (first pha~e) was net 11 et 
completed, the decision was tak1~n in the Colombian case to gc ahecd _.,.;th 
the determination of technologicd requirements and research needs ct ~f-e 
product level {second phase of the methodological framework thct is being 
fol lowed). The reasons for this c'ecision, as wel I as its impliccticns fro"'!'l 
the point of view of the overall plcnning process, were discussed in the pre-
viously mentioned section. 

In order to carry out this second phase of the planning process, the list 
of 28 agricultural products that the Ministry of Agriculture (OPSA) had ela-
borated was taken as a point of reference. Since these 28 products represent 
practically the totality of the agricultural production of the country fer v.·hich 
there is information (on production and commercialization), the proposed re-
search programs cover a very wide rcnge of the present agriculture! pro-
duction. * 

The process of identifying research priorities at the product level wcs ccrri ed 
out in four main steps: 

a) Regionalization of the country into "ecologically homogeneous zc:;es". 

b) Characterization of each region and analysis of the principal pc-
duction systems thct are found in them. 

c) Identification and analysis of the main 11 technolo9iccl constraints': that 
have a negative impact on the production or productivity levels cf 
the different products, under the specific environmental conditions that 
characterize each region. Thus the analysis is both, product-specific 
and region-specific. 

d) Identification end analysis of potl!ntial research topics or issues, that 
are considered to be important to solve the technological constrcints 
faced by each product in specific regions. 

The only major exceptions are coffee and sugar cone, which in the case of Cc!orn-
bia ore research areas that are in the hands of the pri vote sector. 
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ThE'! fitst three steps were carried out through a national survey, en the bc:~is 

of which a technological profile er technological diag:1osis of the OGricc.d-
tural sector was elaborated. * The fourth step was carried cut thro:..;gn wcr~
ing 9roups established for each prcd;;d, in v.-hich the de:-!F:-.!c t.sch:-.ic,<..c- \' .. c£ 
used {based on group discussions) for the identification and analysis of re-
search topics or issues in response to the technological constraints prev;cusly 
identified. The first three steps ore described in this section; the fourth c~e 
is analyzed in the next section of this paper. 

In the first place, the country was divided into "natural regions" and "eco-
logically homogeneous zones", mainly on. the bosis of physical parameters 
that characterize end differentiate each zone. The principal physical pa;c-
meters that were token into consideration in regionolizing the country are 
the following: 

•l) Climate vcriobles. 

I:) Weter ovoi lobility (hydrologi col resources). 

c) Types of soil and soil characteristics. 

cl) Dominant flora and fauna. 

Seven main "natural regions" were identified in the country: Caribbean Re-
gion, Pocifi c Region, Andean Region, Inter-Andean Volleys, Orinoquia Re-
gion, Amazon Region and Island Territories. Within each natural region, an 
effort was mode to identify sub-regions that could define "ecologically homo-
geneous zones" of economic importance {in those cases where this was rele-
vant and only for the purpose of o more detoi led analysis). These are gecsra-
phico I units which ore more homogeneous from the point of view of the above 
mentioned aspects or parameters. 

The second end longest phase of this analysis is the chorocterizotion of these 
natural regions or ecologically homogeneous zones. This characterization 
covers several aspects: 

a) Charocterizotion of the physical or environmental parameters mentioned 
above. For example, climate characteristics were analyzed in terms of: 

See ICA: Sector Agropecuorio Colombiano: Diognostico Tecnologico (2 volumes), 
Bogota, ICA, August, 1980. 
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- Total and monthly precipitation levels (rain) 
- Temperature range and monthly variations. 
- Relative humidity. 
- Su:-. shine. 

The soil characteristics were analyzed in terms of the cb:':"linant types 
of soi I and in terms of such parameters as erosion, depth, exi'err.cl 
drainage, fertility (i.e., pH values), salinity and eleme:"?ts thct ere i::w 
or in excess in the types cf soil found in ~hct region. The ofr.er cspects 
ore characterized by similar parameters that ore relevant for each ccse. 

b) Characterization of the socio-economic cho;acteristics cf the re;io:a. Both 
economic end social aspects of the agricultural sector in that resion ere 
analyzed, such cs: 

- Agricultural end animal production (both in terms of volume end in 
terms of its participation in the notional ogriculturol prod.Jctior.). 

- Regional consumption, contribution to the notional internal mcrket 
end to exports. 

- Importance of ogri cultural production in the regional economy. 
- Economically active population, rural employment end migrcticns. 
- land tenure structure and relationship with croppinf or.d fcr"ning 

systems. 
- Organizations of producers and managerial capacities. 

c) Characterization of the agricultural production system in thet re;icn. 
Identification end analysis of the principal agricultural products (both 
in terms of crops end animal production), end of the .principel fcrming 
systems end crapping sr.stems that are being used. This leads to en 
analysis of the interaction between crops, cropping syste'Tls end the er.-
vlronmentel end socio--=conornic characteristics of the region, previously 
identified. Other aspects, such cs the degree of mechonizoticn, use of 
agricultural inputs, labor or capitol intensivity, productivity levels of the 
different crops or animals, energy sources -arid forms end timing of pier.t-
ing end harvesting activities, ore also token into consideration in order 
to characterize the type of production technologies utilized. 

d) Chorocterizotion of the support services that exist in the region. This 
refers to such services cs technical assistance, credit facilities, commer-
cialization mechanisms, supply of agricultural inputs, trcnsportotien fa-
cilities, training institutions end other support services. 
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The third step plcys c cen7ral role in this process of identifying re~ecrch 
priorities at the pre.duct !evel, since it is related to the ic'entificcli0;; end 
analysis of the :nai·n "tec~nologicol constraints" !hat have o negative im-
pact en the prcd..:cticn er prodJclivity levels of the different prcc'...,ci~ Lr;oe;-

considerction. In order to do this, it wcs first necessary to identify the 
principal technological factors thct ·intervene in the production process, both 
in the ccse of crops and in the ccse of cnimcl production. . 

In the case of crops, the principal technological factors were conceived in 
terms of eight .categories, each one related to a specific discipline of the 
agronomy sciences. These eight technological factors (and disciplines) ere 
the following: 

Te chno logi cc I Fe ct ors: 

1). Forming practices (including cropping 
systems). 

2) Production equipment: cgriculturol mo-
chi nery end i mp·lements. 

Disciplines: 

1) Forming prccticf:s. 

2) Agri cu lturcl mcc.iinery. 

3) Knowledge on plant genetics, end on the 3) Plant genetic imp:-ove:rent 
development of desirable genotypes end (" Fitomejorcmi entoi'). 
their seeds. 

4) Knowledge on insects, rodents end mol-:- 4) Entomology. 
luscs, on their impact in crops; and 
on control methods. 

5) Knowledge on plant diseases, on disease- 5) Plant pathology. 
causing agents (bacteria, virus, fungi) 
and on their control • 

6) Knowledge on plant physiology, in order 6) Plant physiology. 
to improve their efficiency (yield). or to 
control them (weeds}. 

7) Soi I as a factor of production: know-
ledge on soils, its characteristics, its 
improvement and its conservation. 

7) Soil sciences. 

8) Water as a factor of production: know- 8) Water and irrigation. 
ledge on hydrologica·I resources and on 
water management and distribution (irri-
gation). 
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Jn the case of animal production, the fol lowing six technologi col factors 
(end disciplines) ere considered: 

Technological Fcctors: 

1) Knowledge on animal production 
systems end techniques. 

2) Knowledge on cnimcl physiology 
and reproduction. 

3) Knowledge on cnimcl genetics end 
on cross breeding. 

4) Animal food end feeding systems; 
nutrition problems. 

5) Posture end forage cs a factor of 
production. 

6) Knov.Jledge on cnimcl diseases, their 
causes end their control. 

Disciplines: 

1) Animal production. 

2) Animal physiology end re-
production. 

3) Animal genetics. 

4) Animal food end nutrition. 

5) Posture end forage. 

6) Animal health. 

In each region, on effort was mode to identify end analyze the main "tech- · 1 

nologi col ::~nstrcints" thot hove a negative impact on the production or pro-
ductivity levels of the principal products (crops end animals), under the 
specific environmental conditions that chorccterize that region. These tech-
nological constraints were identified by or.clyzing the sHuction of eoch of 
the above mentioned technological factors (either for crops or for animals), 
as well cs the impact of specific problems er bottlenecks identified in them 
on production or productivity levels. Thus, technological constraints we: re 
expressed in terms of limitations, deficiencies or problems related to one of 
these technologi col factors, that were responsible for low production or pro-
ductivity levels (i.e., certain crops in a given ecological region or zone 
might be feeing soil deficiency problems, or might show specially low yields 
or particularly high vulnerobi lity to diseases; or an important bottleneck for 
animal production in certain regions might be found in poor pastures or in 
inefficient animal production systems). These technological constraints lead 
to the identification of research needs end of specific technological require-
ments (such as technical assistance), at the level of each product in given 
geographical regions {ecological zones) of the country. 
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The first three steps thct hcve just been described in the process of i cc:1-
tif)'ing resecrch priorities at the product level, define en ar.cl}'tical :.-:::t~ix 

that permits us to relate different agricultural products to specific techr·:clo-
gical consiraints, under certain envirc:irnental conditior.s thct defir.E: ccc~:::.;:

colly homogeneous zones (see Figure 3). Ecch cell of the mctrix tl-.at cp;'eors 
in Figure 3 defines a potential research orec or topic, in crtler to solve c 
specific technological constraint (production problem) that is limiting the p:o-
ductivity level of a given ogricultura·I product, within an identifiable region 
or ecological zone. 

It should be pointed out that the some product may face different technolo-
nicol constraints, in different 9eogrcphicol or ecological regions. For exomple, 
in a given region the crop under consideration may face a serious problem 
cf soi I deficiency, while in other regions the main problem may be a high 
vulnerability to diseases, despite relatively good soils. Furthermore, the 
ii11portonce of a given technological constraint may vary from one region to 
another, for the some agricultural product. Thus, the analysis of technologi-
cd constraints is both product-specific end region-specific, clthcus~ ~o;i;e of 
th~m may cut ccross several regions. 

Finally, it should also be pointed out that not all cells of the matrix exist 
or ore relevant, either ·because· not all products 'ore found in all the ecolo-
gical regions, or because a given 1echnolo9iccl constraint may not be rele-
vant or important for all ogri cultural products (see Figure 3). The irr.portonce 
of each matrix cell {each research topic), depends both on the relative im-
portance of the product, and on the magnitude {difficulty} and importance of 
the technological constraint to be solved. 

The main output of these first three steps in the process of defining research 
priorities at the product level, is the identification and description (cicsnosis) 
of important techno!ogiccl constraints, that limit production or productivity 
levels of specific agricultural products in certain ecological regions. * Thus, 
the different components of the analytical matrix are defined, as wetl cs a 
first approximation to the relative importance of the different cells in the 
matrix. Further analysis of the importance of each research areci {cell of the 
matrix), as well as the disaggregation of each area into more specific re-
search topics {potential research projects), is carried out in the fourth and 
last step of this process, which is described in the next seetion. 

In the Colombian case this is presented in ICA: Sector Agropecuario Colombiono: 
Diagnostico Tecnologico (2 volumes), Bogota, ICA, August, 1980. 



Figure 3. 

·Matrix Approach to Research Planning in Agricultural Research 

Principal products 
Principal Technological Constraints and Ecologically Homogeneous Zones considered to be of 

high socio-economic Technological Constraints-1 Technological Constraints -2 ttc, Technological Constraints - j. 
importance or prio-

EHZ-1 EHZ-2 EHZ-i EHZ-1 EHZ-2 EHZ-i EHZ-1 EHZ-2 EHZ-i ri ty for the country: 

Product - 1 

Product - 2 u 
Etc. 

Product - i 

Notes: a) EHZ refers to the different Ecologically Homogeneous Zones. 

b) "cC "stands for the importance of a aiven technological constraint,. for a specific agricultural product, in 
a specified ecological zone or region. 

c) 11 /3 11 stands for the importance of the existing pool of knowledge and technological know-how that may be 
used in the solution of that specific technological constraint. 
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4.2 The Use of the Delphic Technique for the ldentificcticn of Technclo-;;iccl 
Requirements or-d Resecrch Needs 

* 

Having deterdned the pr!ncipcl technolc9icol cor.strcints that li!':lit fre 
production or productivity level.s of specific cro.ps in certcin ecolosicol 
regions, the next step of the process is that of deriving from them re-
search needs (end therefore research prioriHes). This implies a· dis~c;re
goticn of each matrix cell of figure 3 into research topics or projects thot 
moy contribufe to the solution of each technological constraint. 

In order to do this, special working groups were erected in the different 
products end problem-areas that were being considered. Ee ch working 
group wos mode up by o group of experts with o long experience in that 
specific produc:t end research oreo, end with e good knowledge of the 
cgriculturol sector in the country end the production problems it faces. 

These groups busicolly used the "Delphic" technique, by having c ·group 
or panel discussiori on the different technoloaicol constraints under cc:isi-
derotion, with the purpose of orriving to o consensus on the different as-
pects involved in thot technological bottleneck end on the reseorch topics 
or projects thot could contribute to the solution of those problems. This 
technigue hos been widely used in many countries, both in the identifica-
tion of reseorch needs end priorities, end .in technology assessment (cncly-
sis of future technological developments end their impact).* 

In this onol}1Sis, eoch group took into consideration the three major aspects 
that were identified in Fi.sure 1 above (see section 2.2), cs components 
of the general methodologicel framework for the identification of research 
priorities: 

o) . The technological constreints thct heve e negative impcct on the pro-
duction or productivity levels of specific agriculture I products under 
the environmentel conditions that cheracterize e given geogrephicol 
region (demand of technology}. 

b) The pool of existing knowled.ge, know-how and technologies (in the 
country or abroad), that is already available end thet could be used . 
to solve thet specific technologicel constraint (supply of techno~og)'). 

For e discussion of the use of the Delphi methodology end of mctrix techniCjues 
in this type of analysis, see Mervin J. Cetron end Bodo Bortoche: The 
Methodology of Technology Assessment; New York, Gordon end Breach 
Science Publishers, .1972. 
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c) The desirable chcracteristics of technolo~ical change that one wishes -
to pro111ote in the agricultural 5e~tor (c!esiroble technological poth). 
This provides criteria that may be used to evo luote technolosical 
alternatives, when they exist, or ta cesi~n new technolosies throush 
resecrcn efforts. 

The importance of the second foctor is quite evident. In some cases, a 
technological constraint may be identified in a given product, despite the 
fact that there is technological know-how already available, that could 
be used to solve the production proble:n under consideration. In such a 
case the problem is one of transfer cf technology to the produc1!r, and not 
of development of new technologies through research programs. 

Each group, whose attention always centered in a specific product, hod 
at its disposal three main inputs as a starting point for their deli berotion: 

a) The technological diagnosis of the agricultural sector that was elabo-
rated in !:he previous steps of this process (see section 4. 1). This 
diagnosis analyzes the production problems of the different crops, 
identifies major technological constraints and hos a preliminary eva-
luation of the importance of each constraint. 

b) Brief "state-of-the-art" reports were prepared fer each product (end 
thus for each group), summarizing the present research effort and the 
principal available technologies developed for that product. The 
objective of these reports was to hove on approximate idea of the pool 
of the existing know-how and technologies relating to the product 
under consideration. 

c} The knowledge and experience each parti cipont brought to the group. 
Given the importance of this foctor, the selection of the group mem-
bers is of crucial importance in this Delphi methodology. 

The discussions of the working group cs such centered around two main issues: 

a) Analysis of the real importance end nature of each of the technological 
constraints that ore confronted {each relevant matrix cell in Figure 3 
above). 

b) Identification of resecrch projects that should be carried out, in order 
to generate the knowledge or know-how that is needed for the solutions 
elimination or drastic reduction of the technological constraint. 
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With respect to the first main issue rcised, the impcrtcr.ce end ncture of 
the technological constrcint under consideration was cnalyzed by corn;:;cring 
two indicators: 

The importance of the technologi col ccn~trcint that is oe1ng f.cced, 
from the point of view of its impact on production or productivity 

. I eve Is ( c,{' } • 

The importance or omoun'" of the ex1sr1n9 know-hew that could be 
used effectively to solve or reduce the technological constraint ( .:-:- ) • 

The magnitude of these two in :Hectors were "measured" in terms of en in-
tegral scale ranging in value from 1 to 10. In this scale, 1. represents c 
technological constraint of ver:' low importance (impact), and o very low 
or limited technology supply. 10 represents a very important technologi-
cal constraint (strong impact), :ind a highly impcrtcnt supply of technology 
that could be used to control or diminish the technological constraint under 
consideration. In both instances 5 represents en inter:-nediate situation. 
The values given to eoch techm>logicol constraint wi~h respect to these h•10 

indicators, were determined by .:cch group (group discussion technique), on 
the basis of the three sources of information (inputs) available to them. 

In terms of the cnolytical matrix thot is presented in Figure 3, every rele-
vant matrix cell (eoch technological constraint identified) hes these two 
values (see Figure 3). 

The vclue of the two sccles were divided into the following thre-e cote-
gories: 

1 - 3 Low 

4 - 6 : Medium 

7 - 10: High 

These three categories were used in the subsequent applications of these 
two indicators. 

The comparison between the two indicators {c£/ ~ ) iri the ccse of eoc;h 
technological constraint wcs used to determine the importance or priority 
of thct constraint, cs wetl cs some indication cs to the ncture of the 
technological problem faced. The different possible combinations of the 
comparison between the two indicators (<:C/13 ) wcs used to classify oil 
identified technological constraints into three levels of priority (high, 
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medium end low), occording to the relotionship oetween the perceived 
importance of the technolo;iccl constraint (x ), end the present cvcilc-
bility (sup?ly) of know-how and technologies that could be used to 
control or diminish that ccnstroipt ( (1/). The different possible combi-
notions of this relotionship ( ~I(~ · ), end their interpretoticn for c~is:i
ing en overall level of priority to each technologicol constraint (mo~rix 
cell), is as follows: . 

a) Medium High High 
Low 

, 
Low I Medium 

High Priority 

b) Low Medium High 
Low 

, 
Medium' High 

Medium Priority 

c} Low Low Medium 
Medium 

, 
High I High 

Low Priority 

An effort of formulating research needs and research projects {the next 
~tept of the process) was done only for those technological constraints 
with high end medium priority levels. Low priority technological cons-
traints were disregarded, except in those coses where a certoin ongoing 
reseorch level wos considered· necessary to maintoin a technology previous-
ly developed. 

In certain coses, an cnalysis of the relotionship between these two indi-
cators (t:£j 8 ) gives some insight into the nature of the technological pro-
blem thot is being confronted. When the case is that of a highly im-
portont technological constraint, with o low ovoi lobility or supply of tech-
nologicol know-how to cope with that problem, there is obviously o r.eed 
of a reseorch effort to develop the necessary technology. But when we 
conf~ont a situation of o highly important technological constroint (i.e. 
seriously limiting production or productivity levels), on the one hcnd, end 
the existence or ovoilobility of en importont (high) or moderotely import-
ant (medium) body of knowlege or of usable technology or farming proc-
tices (in the national experimental or research stations or obrood), the 
technological problem confronted is not bosically a research problem (lock 
of knowledge). -

In such a situotion we ore confronted by the feet that the technologies 
that have been developed in the agricultural research stations (in the 
country or abroad) ore not being used by the producers. Two major fcc-
tors con exp loin this situotion. In the first place, this may reflect a 
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prcblem of inefficient agriculture! exte-'lsion end technology transfer ta 
the producer. Thus, the technolosicc I requirement generated in this 
situation is not for more research, but for better technology transfer rne-

L • (. h • I . • ,. ~ t ' cr.cn1sms ;ec n1ca ass1s.once, crE:c1., e c.;. 

Secondly, this situation may also be pertly due· to the fact that the tech-
nology that has been developed (existing supply) is not the most appropriate 
one for the type or characteristics of the prcc!ucers for which it was de-
veloped. For example, the cost of the agricultural inputs (i.e. fertilizers) 
necessary to use that technology moy be too h!gh for the type of producer 
that should be using it, or the degree of mech:mization or scale of pro-
duction that are required do not corres?ond to the cha.racteristks or ca-
pacity of the latter. In such a ccse we would either have to modify the 
conditions and characteristics of the producers tiemselves, or develop al-
ternative technologies more adapted to the production conditions existing 
in the country (research requirement). 

These two examples clearly show that an analysh; of the relationship between 
these two indicators (O:/p.;) in each technologic:al constraint, may give 
important insights as to the nature of the technological problem that i.s 
confronted. Moreover, it also points out that not all technological require-
ments lead to research needs. They may also define problems of technolo-
gical information and technical assistance, or problems of diffusion and 
adoption of technologies. -

The last step in this planning process was the identification and formulation 
of research topics or research projects, that ore considered important in · 
order to control or diminish the production problem that is faced. As 
pointed out earlier, this last exercise was carried out on1y for those tech-
nological constraints that were considered to be of high or medium priority, 
on the basis of the previous analysis. The research proiects were ider.tified 
and defined by each working group, using the relevant information and 
inputs they had at their disposal. The group discussion technique and the 
expert advice provided by group nenbers, were used as a means for arriving 
to a consensus with respect to the resecrch projects (Delphi methodology). 

The outcome of this process wcs the formulation of a set of research pro-
iects for each agricultural product, aimed at solving or controlling the 
principal technological constraints thot were identified w_ith respect to that 
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product. The different research prosrarns thus formulofed constitute ~!-.e 
Noticnal Agriculrurcl Research Plcn recc:-r.dy presented in its firsf '1e1~'.'.:;:-.• '" 

4.3 Sc~e Observations with Respect to the National Agricultural Resecrch 
Plan 

Using the methodology that hos been described, a first version of the No-
tional Agriculturol Research Plan hos been formulated in Colombia. The 
Plan covers foL1r mo in oreos:. 

a) A gri cu ltura I re seer ch 

b) Animal science research 

c) Research on· rural socio-economic development 

d} Research on rurol communication 

The two first areas ore by for the most important components. 

Eoch area is made up by o number of research pro&rcms, the letter being 
each one constituted by a set of research projects. Not all research pro-
grams ore formulated ot the level of ogriculturol products. Some of them 
refer to the technological factors that were identified in the production of 
crops ond onimols, ond to the agronomy disciplines that ere related to 
them.** 

A total of 63 research programs were formulated with the following dis-
tribution in terms of the four areos previously mentioned (the list of these 
programs is included in Annex I): 

a} Agricultural research: 33 research programs, 25 of which are in 
terms of crops end 8 in terms of disciplines or factors of production. 
It should be pointed out that c research program on cropping systems 
was included cs pert of the 25 programs in terms of crops. 

b} Animal science research: 14 research programs, 8 of which ere in 
terms of c n i me I species end 6 in terms of fee tors of pro du cti on • 

* See ICA: Pie~ Nocionol de lnvestigocion Agropecucric; Bogota, ICA, 
January 1981 (5 volumes}. 

** For o description of"technological factors" in these two instances, and cf 
the relationship between technological factors ond technological constraints, 
see section 4. 1 in this paper. 
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c) Research on rural soci o-econor:.i c development. Formal reseorch pro-
grams were not formulated in this area t:s in the previous ones. But 
11 research topics were ider.tifiec' cs being of high.priority for rhe 
understanding cf rural socio-economic development,, end as a 5upport 
to the technological development programs. 

d) Research on rural communication: 5 crecs of research were identified 
in terms of the principal social actors or social groups the t inte_rvene 
in ~he process of rural communication. The objective her·~ is to de-
termine the chcrccteristi cs end information needs of different types of 
users, the relative efficiency of different communication medic, .and 
the role of rural communication in the process of technolos_·y trcpsfer. 

The projects that ere formulated within each research program c·e region-
specific, in terms of the geographical regions into which the ccuntry was 
divided. For example, the 33 research programs of the cgricul··urol oreo 
ore constituted by c total of 638 research projects. These, in tJrn, ore 
distributed among the different geogrophi col regions cs follows: 

Andean "Region: 506 projects 

Inter-Andean Volleys: 414 projects 

Caribbean Region: 386 projects 

Orinoquic: 125 projects 

Pocifi c Region: 25 projects 

It sho.uld be pointed out that c given research project ccn be related to 
two or more regions, according to the distribution end importance of a crop 
or a technological problem in the different regions of the country. 

The large number of research programs and the wide distribut-ion of topics 
and research areas, is one of the present problems or limitations of the 
first draft that has been elaborated of the Notional Agricultural Research 
Pion. ThiS is due to the fact thct the first phase of the planning metho-
dology that has been used hos not been completed (for a discussion of the -
reasons and the implications of this, see section 2.3 above). As it was 
previously pointed out, the formulation of research programs ct the product 
level (second phase) was carried out practically for oil agricultural products 
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and not only far those that are considered to oe of high priority for t~e 
country (see section 2.3 in this paper). 

Thus, although rcsecrch ~ricrities have been \.-clidly cs~is:--.ed within prc-
ducts or technological factors of production (secorid phase), this effort is 
still missing ct the inte_r-product level, on the basis of socio-economic 
priorities for research purposes (first phase). The conseque:;ce of this, is 
the large number end wide distribution of research progrc'ils thct chcrcc-
terizes the present version of :-he research pion. 

The lest step of this planning process in the Colombian ccse {due to the 
operational decision that was discussed in section 2.3) will be the comple-
tion of the first phcse of the methodology that hes been described, using 
one or both of the anclyti col models discussed in section 3 of this paper. 
This will presumably narrow down both the number and the wide distribu-
tion of the research programs thct will finally be included in the Nctioncl 
Agricultural Research Plan. 
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ANNEX I. Research Programs that were Formulated as Pert of the Nctio:-,ol 
Pion for Agricultural Research 

A. Agri cu lturol Research Area:* 

a. Research Programs on Agricu lturol Crops: 

1. Sesame 
2. Cotton 
3. Rice 
4. Peas 
5. Oats for Forage 
6. Cocoa 
7. Sugar Loaf (Pcnelc) 
8. Barley for Molt 
9. Barley for Human Feed 

10. Coconut 
11. Cropping Systems 
12. Beens 
13. Fruits 
14. Vegetables 
15. Peanuts 
16. Maize 
17. Yem 
18. African Palm 
19. Potatoes 
20. Plantain 
21. Sorghum 
22. Soybean 
23. Tobacco 
24.. V\'heot 
25. Cassava 

b. Research Programs en Factors of Production: 

26. Entomology 
27. Plant Physiology 
28. Phytopothology 
29. Plant Breeding 
30. Soils 

* This does not include two major research crecs (coffee end sugor cone), si.n~ 
in the Colombian case these two research crecs ere in the h_cnds of the pri vote 
sector. 
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31 • Water end Soi I Resources 
32. Ferm Proce!s 
33. Ferm Machinery 

B. Animal Science Research Area: 

a. Research Progroms on Animal Species: 

1. Dairy Beef Cottle 
2. Specialized Dairy Cattle 
3. Beef Cottle 

:4. Poultry 
5. Swine 
6. Sheep 
7. Rabbit 
8. Bees 

b. Research Programs on Factors of Production: 

1. Physiology end Reproduction 
2. Nutrition 
3. Animal Production 
4. Pasture end Forage 
5. Animal Health 
6. Animal Genetic 

C. Research on Rural Socio-Economic Developm~nt: 

1. Technology Economic Analysis 
2. Socio-Economic Factors Determining the Adoption of Technology 
3. Production Costs and Factors Retribution 
4. Rural Employment 
5. Formation and Functioning of Capital 
6. Administration 
7. Supply and Demand Studies 
8. Products Marketing 
9. Inputs Marketing 

10. Land Size end Tenure 
11. Types of Guild Organizations 
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D. Research or. Rural Co:nmuni cation: 

l. Large Prod~cHs 
2. Private Technical· Assis.tents 
3. Institutions Related to Formal end Non-Formal Ed~catic:. 1:-, 

the Rural Sector 
4. Change Agents 
5. Smell formers 
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